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Abstract
The well-respected FAIR guidelines provide essential principles to improve the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of (meta)data. Although many FAIR
principles could be fulfilled by the characteristics of 5-star Linked (Open) Data, the final
realization of a uniform system depends on choosing the right tools and technologies. In
2017, DBpedia started developing the DBpedia Databus, a digital factory platform that
aims to support FAIRness by facilitating a registry of files (on the Web) using DataID
metadata. In a broader perspective, the Databus is part of DBpedias Vision which aims
to establish a FAIR Linked Data backbone by building an ecosystem using its stable
identifiers as a central component. Currently, this ecosystem consists of the Databus file
registry, DBpedia Archivo, and the DBpedia Global ID management.
As part of this vision, this work presents Databus Mods, a metadata enrichment
mechanism for files published on the Databus using Linked Data technologies (Linked
Data-driven). Databus Mods are activities analyzing and assessing files published with
the Databus DataID that provide additional metadata in the form of fine-grained information containing data summaries, statistics, or descriptive metadata enrichments.
These activities create provenance metadata based on PROV-O to link any generated
metadata to the persistent Databus file identifiers, independent of its publisher. The
generated metadata is provided in a SPARQL endpoint and an HTTP file server, increasing (meta)data discovery and access.
Additionally, this thesis proposes the Databus Mods Architecture, that uses a masterworker approach to automate Databus file metadata enrichments. The Mod Master
service monitors the Databus SPARQL endpoint for updates, distributes scheduled activities to Mod Workers, collects the generated metadata, and stores it uniformly. Mod
Workers implement the metadata model and provide an HTTP interface for the Mod
Master to invoke a Mod Activity for a specific Databus file. The Mod Master can handle
multiple Mod Workers of the same type concurrently, which allows scaling the system’s
throughput.
As proof of concept, this work presents five essential Mods that provide essential
metadata for Databus files. Four of these Mods are implemented utilizing Mod Workers,
whereas two of them are currently used to build other applications. 1) DBpedia Archivo
uses Databus Mods to discover new ontologies and 2) the Dutch National Knowledge
Graph project built a mappings viewer based on VoID Mod metadata to show the
mappings progress between its source datasets.
The Databus Mods directly integrate into the DBpedia Databus by displaying optional image badges on the Databus website or accessing the decentralized metadata
using federated SPARQL queries.
iii
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In 2016, the FAIR guiding principles [47] were published, which guide data publishers
to produce Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable data assets. The proposed
guidelines include 15 principles addressing these four data publishing aspects. FAIR data
describes the use of rich metadata with relevant attributes, stable (meta)data identifiers,
a uniform access protocol to retrieve this (meta)data, and well-defined languages for
formal knowledge representation. Although the FAIR principles emphasize machineactionability, providing aspects for publishing scientific and open data, there are no
implementation choices, and it does not suggest any specific technology or standard.
Concerning a usable implementation solution, projects like the European Open Science
Cloud1 and the Nationale Forschungsdateninfrastruktur2 established several task force
groups for building suitable platforms supporting FAIR data.
In a broader perspective, the World Wide Web is people’s daily tool of choice to
share, find and access information using, e.g., social networks or websites. The Web is
an extensive network of (hyper)text documents interconnected by (hyper)links. These
links contribute as an essential part in the success of the Web. Over the years, several
search engines evolved to offer people the capability to find web pages by indexing
their natural language content. On the contrary, the Web’s data consists of more than
only human-readable or natural language content. For example, Web resources can
additionally contain images, audio files, or other structured data. Given the diversity
of these files, to allow machine-actionable knowledge, computer agents need to access
the appropriate context associated with the stored information. Concerning FAIR, this
information should be provided as structured metadata using a well-known language.
In 2001 Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila [7] introduced the Semantic Web, which
describes the concept of expressing the meaning and provide machine-actionable knowledge representations of Web resources. The Semantic Web is an extension of the World
Wide Web using standardized technologies recommended by the World Wide Web
Consortium3 like RDF [10] and the Web Ontology Language [33] to support machineapplicable content. Later, Tim Berners-Lee also coined the term Linked Data [5], specifying four rules to link Web resources and use specific Semantic Web technologies to
1

https://eosc-portal.eu/
https://www.nfdi.de
3
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/
2
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retrieve their structured information or metadata. Linked Data that is freely usable
(open license) and distributable is called Linked Open Data (LOD). To identify LOD,
he additionally proposed a five-star rating system (updated in [5]). The primary feature of Linked Data is to support a machine-actionable follow-your-nose approach by
resolving further context information of a resource by following relevant links.
Although many FAIR principles could be fulfilled by the characteristics of 5-star
Linked (Open) Data [25], the final realization of a uniform system depends on choosing
the right tools and technologies.
In 2017, DBpedia started developing the DBpedia Databus, a digital factory platform that aims to support FAIRness by facilitating a registry of files (on the Web) using
DataID [21] metadata. The core feature of the Databus is to assign stable identifiers
to files, allowing users or computer agents to link associated information. Users can
publish data by uploading a DataID associating the files download URL, a WebID [48]
for verification, the license, and textual documentation. The Databus core metadata is
lightweight to scale over a huge amount of assets. To access the data, Databus offers a
SPARQL endpoint and Apache Lucene index for searching the metadata and resolving
the relevant files’ download URLs. As a first use case of the Databus, in Hofer et al. [27]
we presented the new DBpedia release cycle utilizing the DBpedia Databus as a data
management and publishing platform.
Moreover, the Databus is part of DBpedias Vision [22] which aims to establish a
FAIR Linked Data backbone by building an ecosystem using its stable identifiers as
a central component. Currently, this ecosystem consists of the Databus file registry,
DBpedia Archivo [23], and the DBpedia Global ID management.
This work presents Databus Mods, a metadata enrichment mechanism for files published on the Databus using Linked Data technologies (Linked Data-driven). Databus
Mods are activities analyzing and assessing files associated with the Databus DataID
that provide additional metadata in the form of valuable summaries, statistics, or descriptive metadata enrichments.
Additionally, this thesis proposes the Databus Mods architecture, which uses a
master-worker approach to automate these metadata enrichments. Components of this
architecture are reusable and offer developers the opportunity to build their Mods without implementing entire processes repeatedly.

1.1 Motivation
Rich digital metadata can significantly improve the overall reusability of data assets
by providing insights for its publisher and others to interpret, analyze, and process the
data resulting in better longevity. Different domains demand specific metadata tailored
for their purpose. Consequently, various metadata models, represented by different data
formats, were proposed over the last years, either reusing existing concepts or proposing
new ones. For example, domain-specific metadata was developed to manage library
catalogs, research data, geographic information, or data and media formats.
Developing, generating, and maintaining domain-specific metadata is a time consuming and costly process. That is why not only data but also metadata must be
reusable. Reusable metadata requires an entry-point (infrastructure), uniform access,
and well-known machine-actionable languages [47]. Further, metadata needs to be ex-
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tensible to add information on demand instead of developing a new model from scratch.
Another aspect is that individual metadata models highly depend on their implementation [35] [40] as their creation sometimes depends on specific heuristics, or the model
does not specify value types or formats. Therefore, reusing the exact implementation
for generating this specific metadata would significantly improve its interoperability.
Concerning FAIR guidelines, its principles demand a uniform infrastructure implementation that allows the reuse of data and metadata itself. Linked Data technologies and the Linked Open Data movement look promising for building a uniform, extensible, and automatable metadata system. The characteristics of Linked Data offer
machine-actionable knowledge representations, ontologies to specify semantics, and uniform query languages. Linked Data’s decentralized nature allows linking any metadata
to existing data assets independent of its original author and scaling these metadata
enrichments horizontally.
The benefits of such a decentralized machine-actionable system are independent,
scalable, and findable metadata enrichments for data. In the case of DBpedia’s monthly
data releases, agents could automatically generate metadata for relevant purposes. Furthermore, Complex overlay systems can be built utilizing this uniformly accessible metadata. Metadata search systems can offer similar capabilities as web search engines, but
instead of indexing natural-language, it accommodates metadata to discover resources.
For example, developers can build dataset searches to discover resources based on metadata annotations that have either been manually added (like topic-annotation) or generated automatically (e.g., VoID metadata). Another aspect is realizing data integration
pipelines utilizing fine-grained metadata information to further select and process data.
Users of computer agents can make decisions over data assets to decide on its required
processing steps. Criteria could be selected on enriched content annotations, quality
assessments, or metadata information about the data structure.

1.2 Goals
The primary goal is to develop Databus Mods as a generic metadata enrichment system,
enabling users or computer agents to attach any domain-specific metadata as an extension of the DataID. The overall contribution of this thesis separates into four consecutive
goals.
⋆ Link (G1) any metadata to Databus files as a unified DataID extension. Propose
a metadata model allowing users or computer agents to enrich the metadata of
Databus files uniformly (Chapter 3).
⋆ Automate (G2) the generation of new metadata to allow statistics and quality
reports. Implement a system that automates the steps of U1 for new Databus files
and provides the generated metadata (Chapter 4, and 5).
⋆ Discover (G3) specific datasets using the generated metadata. Provide a generic
system that enables users to find relevant Databus files by searching the (meta)data
(demonstrated in Chapter 6).
⋆ Build (G4) new applications and workflows using Databus Mods. Showcase applications that are using metadata generated by Databus Mods as a proof of concept
(Chapter 6).
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1.3 Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. The Preliminaries chapter introduces relevant background and technologies to support the basic concepts and scientific
scope of this work. Chapter three proposes the Databus Mods Metadata Model as an
extension of the DataID metadata. In chapter Databus Mods Architecture, the Databus
Mods master-worker system is explained, and the subsequent chapter presents the implementation strategy and technical design decisions. The next chapter explains the
Reference Implementation of the Mod API, Mod Worker software library, and Mod
Master. The Proof of Concept chapter presents several Databus Mods and their integration or usage in current applications. In chapter Experimental Evaluation, technical
aspects are investigated, and the possible limitations of Databus Mods are discussed.
Afterward, in chapter eight, Related Work concerning metadata concepts and platforms
are compared. Then chapter nine Summary & Conclusion summarizes the contributions
of the thesis, and finally, the last chapter examines Future Work.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries
This chapter introduces the work’s scientific background by explaining the fundamental
concepts and technologies used in later chapters.

2.1 Metadata
There are several interpretations of the term metadata. The authors in [14] present a
good overview of the various metadata definitions. However, its most common definition
is coined by the phrase data about data which generally indicates descriptive information about other data. Metadata is often domain-specific and can represent library
catalogs, geographical information, deep provenance (the provenance of a fact), license
information, just to name a few areas.
In addition to its various possible definitions, there are numerous metadata typologies that categorize types of metadata [24]. The most common metadata types are
descriptive metadata (content information for discovery), structural metadata (internal
and external structure of the data), and administrative metadata (concerning technical
aspects for management). Further classifications are often subtypes of these three, like
provenance and relationship metadata as subcategories of administrative metadata.
Concerning the association between metadata and data, there are three metadata
association models [15].
• Embedded Metadata. The metadata is embedded in the structure of the data.
Resource Description Framework in Attributes RDFa1 is a concept to embed rich
metadata using RDF triples into web documents annotating elements with attributes.
• Associated Metadata. The metadata is stored in extra files tightly coupled
to the associated resources, allowing changing the metadata or data separately
without altering both.
• Third-party Metadata. The metadata is stored in a repository independent of
the resources’ location. Therefore, this metadata could be maintained by organizations that do not have authority over the original data.
1

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdfa-primer/
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2.2 Semantic Web
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a document network that collects a vast amount
of information and primarily presents human-readable content. The Web’s main success is supporting the interlinking of resources using hyperlinks and enabling users to
discover new relevant connected documents following these links. The initial design
of the Web aimed to provide a human-driven global system for exchanging data. To
process the Web’s data using a computer-driven system, the authors in [26] describe
two approaches. On the one hand, computer agents could process the natural language
content using artificial intelligence methods. On the other hand, Web resources could
provide their information in a more structured way to improve the interoperability with
computer agents. Considering the latter approach, the Semantic Web, first introduced
in the famous article [7] aims to extend resources with machine-actionable content.
Therefore, resources should provide structured information using standard technologies
such as RDF or OWL. Moreover, the term Semantic Web often refers to the concept
of a Giant Global Graph (GGG instead of WWW), which consists of interlinked and
machine-actionable resources. The World Wide Web Consortium2 (W3C) collects a
large number of Semantic Web technologies helping people to create and interact with
structured data. In addition to the Semantic Web concept, Tim Berners-Lee coined the
term Linked Data, which refers to a set of best practices for publishing and connecting
machine-actionable content on the Web [5]. The Linked Data Design issue describes
four fundamental principles.
1. Use URIs as names for things.
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names.
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards
(RDF, SPARQL).
4. Include links to other URIs so that they can discover more things.
If Linked Data uses these links and only open sources (license), then it is called Linked
Open Data. An example of a Linked Open Dataset is DBpedia [8]. The Linked Data
movement manifests in the LOD Cloud3 building a global knowledge graph consisting of
cross-domain and domain-specific sub graphs like DBpedia, Yago [39] and Wikidata[44].

2.3 URI
A Uniform Resource Identifier [6] (URI) is a sequence from a set of limited characters
identifying a resource. Resources are conceptual mappings describing anything that has
an identity, for example, an image, book, person, service, but also theoretical concepts.
A URI structure consists of several components specified by restricted characters
defined by either of the three groups: reserved, unreserved, or escaped symbol. The
reserved characters function as delimiters of single URI components. Unreserved characters serve no specific (reserved) purpose and include upper and lower case letters,
decimal digits, and a limited set of punctuation marks and symbols. The escaped char2
3

https://www.w3.org/
Diagram of the Lod Cloud – https://lod-cloud.net/
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acter set specifies data not having an unreserved representation in a URI, e.g., Unicode characters. These characters need to be escaped in the form % + HEX + HEX or
% + HEX + HEX, where HEX is a hexadecimal value in the form a-f or 0-9. The general structure of a URI is of the following form. <schema>:<schema-specific-part>.
The first part, namely the schema, defines the interpretation context of the following
parts. However, the most generic group of URI schemes propose a structure in the form
<scheme>://<authority><path>?<query>.
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are a subset of URIs and identify a resource’s
location or name and can function as an address to resolve its content. The typical
syntax of a URL that describes a web resource is:
<scheme>:<authority>/<path>?<query>#<fragment>
The fragment identifier is not part of a resource request, but it indicates a specific
location in the retrieved resource.
URI schemas often represent hierarchical tree structures by separating components
with the / symbol, like the location of a file within nested directories on a file system
(e.g., Unix-like file:///root/subdir/file). Further, URIs support relative representations depending on a specified base URI, which in combination can resolve its absolute
URI.
The Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) is an alternative syntax variant of
URIs, extending their allowed character set with Unicode.

2.4 HTTP
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol is the primary communication protocol of the Web.
Its main intention was to manage the exchange of hypertext documents as a requestresponse protocol. In 1996 Tim Berners-Lee described the first protocol version (HTTP
0.9). HTTP 1.1/RFC 7231 [19] specifies the semantic understanding of HTTP and
describing the semantic interpretation and interaction of a message sent or received by
a computer agent, e.g., a client or server. In detail, an HTTP message is either a request
or its response.
A request consists of three parts: start-line, request headers, and a message body.
The start-line specifies the location of a requested resource, the protocol version, and
the request method. Request methods define the intention of a request. There are three
specific properties to describe the characteristics of an HTTP method. (i) Save request
methods are read-only and do not expect a state change on the server (GET and HEAD
are save). (ii) A request method is idempotent if identical requests cause the same
result on the “server” and do not differ in their response messages. (iii) A cacheable
request method indicates that a client can store the message result for later reuse (often
combined freshness lifetime4 ). Table 2.1 outlines the set of HTTP request methods and
their attributed characteristics. Request headers describe key-value pairs, which extend
the context information of a message. For example, the “Content-Type” header specifies
the IANA MIME-Type5 and character encoding of the message’s body (used in request
4
5

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7234#section-4.2
https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-types.xhtml
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and response). Furthermore, another group of headers (Accept, -Charset, -Encoding, and
-Language) enables Content-Negotiation by submitting information about an HTTP
response body’s expected format. The HTTP request body contains the actual payload
transmitted to the server. This payload represents either parameter information or the
content of a new resource.
An HTTP response message consists of a status line, and possible included headers
and body express different meanings. The status line defines the HTTP-Version, statuscode, and a reason-phrase. The status code is a three-digit numerical value encoding the
current status of the resource. The first digit identifies the class of the response. The
specification defines five groups: 1XX informational response for ongoing processing, 2XX
the message was successfully received, 3XX redirection or further actions are needed, 4XX
the client’s request was invalid 5xx the server had an error processing a valid request.
The response header fields represent control information and processing instructions
concerning the client’s future actions. The message response body contains the content
of the requested resource.
Method
GET
HEAD
POST
PUT
DELETE
CONNECT
OPTIONS
TRACE

Description
Transfer a current representation of the target resource.
Same as GET, but only transfer the status line and
header section.
Perform resource-specific processing on the request payload.
Replace all current representations of the target resource
with the request payload.
Remove all current representations of the target resource.
Establish a tunnel to the server identified by the target
resource.
Describe the communication options for the target resource.
Perform a message loop-back test along the path to the
target resource.

S
+
+

I
+
+

C
+
+

-

-

+*

-

+

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

+

+

-

+

+

-

Table 2.1: HTTP Request methods and their characteristics: (S) safe, (I) idempotent,
(C) cacheable, and with + for yes and - for no (+* requires the use of headers).

2.5 RDF
With its first specification published in 1998 [30], the authors proposed the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) as the Web’s metadata model. The RDF data model
expresses a directed labeled graph, which consists of a set of statements. Each statement expresses a three part-structure (triple) defined in the sequence subject, predicate,
and object, similar to natural language statements. A formal RDF triple is a 3-tuple
of elements from URIs, Blank Node, or Literals. URIs are allowed in any element of
the triple. A Predicate URI specifies a property representing the relation between two
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resources. Blank Nodes are valid in the subject and object part. Additionally, Literals
are only allowed as object values. The definition of a URI was explained in Section 2.3.
The subsequent paragraphs describe the concept of Literals and Blank Nodes.
Literal. Literals represent values such as numbers, dates, and strings. It consists of
two or three elements: A normalized literal value, a datatype IRI which describes the
type of the lexical form, and if the datatype URI matches <http://www.w3.org/1999
/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#langString>, it also contains a normalized language tag.
Blank Node. A blank node is an anonymous resource and is allocated with a document unique blank node identifier. This identifier is not globally unique, and multiple
documents possibly assign the same identifiers for different resources.
Like in XML, RDF descriptions can use vocabularies to describe resource relations by
using identifiers with a well-defined meaning. Table 2.2 defines prefixes and their associated namespaces, which are used in this thesis. For example, the well-known predicate
URI rdf:type, which is part of the basic RDF vocabulary6 , denotes the subject’s class.
Table 2.2: Prefix and namespace definitions of relevant RDF vocabularies used in this
thesis.

Prefix
dataid
dbo
dc
dcat
foaf
prov
mod
rdf
rdfs
sh
xsd

Namespace
https://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/core#
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
https://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

Figure 2.1, illustrates an example RDF graph describing a person relations using
the foaf vocabulary. The graph encodes the following knowledge: Ora Lassila is an
engineer and knows Tim-Berners-Lee and Jim Hendler. Further, Tim-Berners Lee is
also explicitly indicated to be a person.

2.5.1 RDFS
RDF Schema (RDFS) is a W3C recommendation [10] to describe terminological or
schema knowledge of an RDF graph as an ontology. Therefore, the RDFS offers a vocabulary that defines predefined classes and properties to allow statements about the
relationship of other user-defined vocabularies [26].
6

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
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Figure 2.1: Example of an RDF graph demonstrating the concept of RDF, the usage of
vocabularies, and the support of knowledge inference. Literals are represented as white
rectangles. Resource nodes are displayed as blue ellipsis, and the green circle indicates a
blank node. A Property is assigned to an arrow that is connecting two nodes.

As a basic concept, RDFS provides identifiers to classify other resources, like as
a class rdfs:Class or as a property rdfs:Property. Based on these types, RDFS
supports the definition of hierarchical classes (taxonomies) using rdfs:subClassOf relations and for properties the predicate rdfs:subPropertyOf. Computer agents can use
these hierarchies in combination with RDF data to infer implicit statements.
Additionally, properties can specify the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range attribute allowing the type inference of connected subjects and objects using a reasoner7 . For example in Figure 2.1 from the triple <dbo:Ora_Lassila,foaf:knows,wkd:Q6135847> in
combination with the triple <foaf:knows,rdfs:range,foaf:Person> a reasoner can
infer the statement <wkd:Q6135847,rdf:type,foaf:Person>, that indicates the entity
wkd:Q6135847 is also of type foaf:Person.

2.5.2 OWL
The Web Ontology Language [33] (OWL) is another W3C recommended vocabulary for
the description of ontologies. In contrast to RDFS, OWL allows more complex constructs
and is based on first-order predicate logic. For example, OWL provides properties to
describe the union, intersection, and complement of classes. Further, OWL introduces
the class owl:Ontology class, which identifies a resource as an ontology. There are
several sublanguages like OWL FULL, OWL DL, OWL Lite that differ in complexity and
expressiveness. As a successor, OWL2 was released in 2012. It extends OWL with several
features (constructs) necessary for modeling complex domains. OWL is the preferred
7

https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Category:Reasoner
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language to specify the DBpedia ontology8 , which describes over 2900 properties and
750 classes.

2.5.3 RDF Serialization
The RDF data model is a theoretical concept. In order to use it in applications, several syntax formats exist to represent and exchange RDF. Tim Berners Lee proposed
the first syntax in 1998, with the name Notation3, but the W3C recommends using
the simple N-Triples format due to its lower complexity. Additionally, other formats
allow embedding RDF, e.g., JSON-LD in JSON, RDF-XML in XML, and RDFa annotating HTML. The mentioned formats vary in their expressiveness, compactness, and
interoperability. Some formats support graph qualifiers to represent a set of triples as
a named RDF graph. The following paragraphs explain the Turtle and JSON-LD syntax.
Turtle is a more compact and human-readable RDF representation, supporting several
syntax features. At first, URIs are represented within angle brackets <URI>, Literals are
of the form “value”∧∧<DATATYPE_URI>, tiple elements are separated with whitespaces
and end with the . symbol. The syntax allows the declaration of a base URI with the
keyword @base and the declaration of prefixes to identify namespaces with @prefix.
For typed Literals, it allows declaring booleans, decimals, doubles, and integers directly
without the specification of their XSD datatype URI. Further, it allows syntactic sugar
to use QNames (’prefix:local’ URI expression), a or @a short for rdf:type, [...] to
formulate resources identified by blank nodes, the ; symbol to repeat the subject of a
former statement, and the , symbol to define a list of objects for one property. Listing 1
outlines the TURTLE representation of the RDF graph visualized in Figure 2.1.

2.5.4 RDF Store & SPARQL
A triple store is built with the purpose to store RDF graph data and makes it accessible
with different query languages. The query language for the Semantic Web is named
SPARQL9 . It is a recursive acronym for SPARQL query language. Some triple stores
rewrite the SPARQL query to SQL expressions and are based on relational database
technologies. A common open-source triple store is OpenLink’s Virtuoso10 . There also
exist native implementations of triple stores. A SPARQL Query to retrieve all foaf:name
values from DBpedia’s SPARQL endpoint can be found in Listing 2.

2.6 DBpedia Databus
The DBpedia Databus 11 is a digital factory platform, storing provenance metadata of
files registered by publishers. The Databus uses the DataID [21] as core metadata,
containing information regarding the publisher, release time, download URL, license,
and authorship. DataID metadata describes datasets that can contain multiple files
8

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
10
https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
11
https://databus.dpedia.org
9
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Listing 1: Example RDF Turtle syntax representing the RDF graph of Figure 2.1.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

foaf:
dbo:
wkd:
rdfs:
rdf:

<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/> .
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-sytnax-ns#> .

dbo:Ora_Lassila # Comment
rdf:type
dbo:Engineer ;
foaf:name "Ora Lassila"@en ;
foaf:knows wkd:Q6135847 ,
[ foaf:name "Tim Berners-Lee"@en ; rdf:type foaf:Person ] .
wkd:Q6135847
rdfs:label "Jim Hendler"@en .
dbo:Engineer
rdfs:subClassOf foaf:Person .
foaf:knows
rdfs:domain foaf:Person ;
rdfs:range foaf:Person .

Listing 2: Example SPARQL query to retrieve all foaf:name values from <http://
dbpedia.org/sparql>.
1
2
3
4
5

PREFIX foaf:
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ?name
WHERE {
?x foaf:name ?name .
}

(distributions) extending and reusing widely used vocabularies like DCAT12 , VoID[1],
and PROV-O[31]. Each dataset metadata record belongs to a publisher, group, artifact,
and version. The primary Databus feature is to assigns stable identifiers to published
files, and publishers can include textual documentation. A Databus file identifier has
the following URI layout.
https://databus.dbpedia.org/{account}/{group}/{artifact}/{version}/{file}
Databus file identifier (DatabusID) URI layout.
Where account specifies the publishers account name. The values of group, artifact,
and version indicate a dataset version. The file part is the name of the file in this
dataset.
As a first Databus use case, in Hofer et al. [27] we presented the new DBpedia release
12

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
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cycle utilizing the DBpedia Databus as a data management and publishing platform of
files extracted by the DBpedia extraction framework13 (DIEF).
To publish a DataID requires a Databus account with a connected public-accessible
WebID [48]. Users can publish DataIDs on the Databus by running the Databus-MavenPlugin14 software, upload ReST API, or in the future, using a web application. The published DataID is stored in the Databus repository, which provides a SPARQL endpoint
for access. Further, the Databus supports data consumers in searching the data and retrieving relevant data assets by providing a DataID search based on DBpedia lookup15 ,
which is using an Apache Lucene index. For downloading, transforming, or mapping
file formats, developers can use the Databus client software16 . Additionally, there is a
public Docker Compose composition17 to load a SPARQL endpoint with selected RDF
data that was published on the Databus, e.g., to create a replica of DBpedia’s public
SPARQL endpoint.
Listing 3 shows a example dataid:Dataset described with the DataID ontology.
The dataset was published by <https://vehnem.github.io/webid.ttl#me>, belongs in
the group paper-supplements, the artifact demo-graph, and has the version 20210301.
This DataID consists of multiple file distributions dcat:distribution representing
the same graph in different formats, including the PNG file of Figure 2.1 and the
RDF Turtle file of Listing 1. For later testing purposes, all files were published as
an uncompressed, gzip, and bzip2 content variant. A file distribution is described by
additional information, including its checksum dataid:sha256sum, its download location dcat:downloadURL, and the stable Databus identifier assigned by the property
dataid:file. Other properties were omitted for simplicity. The files associated by this
DataID will be used as running examples in subsequent chapters.
An additional feature of the Databus is creating Databus file collections accessible
using a single collection URI. These collections can be created using SPARQL or by
selecting files manually on the Databus website. Using SPARQL allows dynamically
building collections with certain constraints, like select only the latest version of a
specific artifact. For example, the latest-core collection18 includes the latest version of
all files loaded in DBpedias public SPARQL endpoint19 .

13

https://github.com/dbpedia/extraction-framework
https://github.com/dbpedia/datatabus-maven-plugin
15
https://github.com/dbpedia/lookup
16
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-client
17
https://github.com/dbpedia/virtuoso-sparql-endpoint-quickstart
18
https://databus.dbpedia.org/dbpedia/collections/latest-core
19
https://dbpedia.org/sparql
20
https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/demo-graph/20210301/
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Listing 3: DataID describing the dataset version <vehnem/paper-supplements/demograph/20210301/>20 . For simplicity, some properties and file distributions are omitted.
1 <#Dataset>
2
a
dataid:Dataset ;
3
dct:title
"Databus-Mods Demo Resources (Graph)"@en ;
4
dct:description
"Databus Mods demo files..." ;
5
dct:issued
"2021-03-17T11:19:15Z"^^xsd:dateTime ;
6
dct:license
<http://purl.oclc.org/NET/rdflicense/cc-by3.0> ;
7
dct:publisher
<https://vehnem.github.io/webid.ttl#me> ;
8
dataid:version
9
<https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/demo-graph
/20210301> ;
10
# ... other properties are omitted
11
dcat:distribution
12
<https://vmdbpedia.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/repo/vehnem/papersupplements/demo-graph/20210301/dataid.ttl#demo-graph.ttl> ,
13
<https://vmdbpedia.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/repo/vehnem/papersupplements/demo-graph/20210301/dataid.ttl#demo-graph.png> .
14
15 <#demo-graph.ttl>
16
a
dataid:SingleFile ;
17
dcat:byteSize
"85231"^^xsd:decimal ;
18
dataid:sha256sum
19
"1a2de53e299ced48bb8a106c6dc1c1d83aa31773f7d368902f1d7fb297a6167a" ;
20
dataid:file
21
<https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/demo-graph
/20210301/demo-graph.png> ;
22
dcat:downloadURL
23
<https://vmdbpedia.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/repo/vehnem/papersupplements/demo-graph/20210301/demo-graph.png> .
24
25 # ... other file distributions are omitted
26
27 <#demo-graph.png>
28
a
dataid:SingleFile ;
29
dcat:byteSize
"308"^^xsd:decimal ;
30
dataid:sha256sum
31
"bd08c06d63665801c5bb09838cf25443d4766dae7bc34aaffbbc308d26cd8560" ;
32
dataid:file
33
<https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/demo-graph
/20210301/demo-graph.nt.gz> ;
34
dcat:downloadURL
35
<https://vmdbpedia.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/repo/vehnem/papersupplements/demo-graph/20210301/demo-graph.nt.gz> .

Chapter 3

Metadata Model
The Databus core DataID metadata is lightweight to enable good scalability for many
data assets. The idea is to enrich this core metadata by connecting supplementary
metadata to files using Linked Data technologies. This chapter proposes the Databus
Mods metadata model as an extension of the DataID.

Figure 3.1: File relations of the Databus Mods metadata model between the data,
DataID, Mod Activity Metadata, and Mod Result files.

Databus Mods are activities (referred to as Mod Activity), analyzing and assessing
the files associated in the Databus DataID, that provide additional metadata (referred
to as Mod Result). Such additional metadata can provide fine-grained information in the
form of data summaries, statistics, or descriptive metadata enrichments. The Databus
Mods uses provenance metadata (referred to as Mod Activity Metadata), which connects
the stable identifiers of the Databus with additional generated metadata files. Mod Activity Metadata describes the performed Mod Activity and the generated Mod Results
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using the Databus Mods ontology1 . This Mod Ontology is based on the PROV ontology2 vocabulary and provides classes and properties describing the introduced metadata
concept.
An overview of the metadata extension model, including the relations between the
original file, DataID, Mod Activity Metadata and Mod Result files is given in Figure 3.1. The term Mod Metadata refers to the bundle of Mod Activity Metadata and
the metadata provided by Mod Result files.

3.1 Mod Activity

Figure 3.2: Databus Mod and PROV ontology concept relations for Activity,
mod:DatabusMod, prov:Entity, mod:Statistics, mod:Summary, and mod:Enrichment

The central concept of the Databus Mods Ontology is the class mod:DatabusMod,
which is a subclass of prov:Activity. Instances of this class define Mod Activities
generating metadata using Databus files. Mods implementing this model should create a
sub-class of mod:DatabusMod to describe the performing Mod Activity further. Instances
of mod:DatabusMod are described with the following properties:
mod:version – Describes the version of the implementation performing the Mod
Activity, e.g, the semantic version of the form major.minor.patch or a Git 3
commit hash.
mod:statSummary – The main summary of the Mod Activity like an overall rating.
The intend is to create a sub-property using rdfs:subPropertyOf describing the
the properties value by adding an rdfs:comment. This property is optional.
1

http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#
https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
3
https://git-scm.com/
2
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prov:startedAtTime – Is the date time when a Mod Activity is deemed to have
been started. The literal value is of the type xsd:dateTime.
prov:endedAtTime – The time when a Databus Mod Activity ended. The literal
value is of the type xsd:dateTime.
prov:used – The prov:Entity that was used by the Databus Mod. The value of
this attribute is the same as specified by the property dataid:file in the DataID
and represents a stable Databus file identifier.
prov:generated – The result files generated by the activity. The values of this
attribute have the domain prov:Entity. In the case of Databus Mods the provided resource must be either of the sub type mod:Summary, mod:Statistics, or
mod:Enrichment.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the concept of mod:DatabusMod and its associated classes.

3.2 Mod Results (Metadata Enrichments)
Mod Results are additional files generated by a Mod Activity. Such a file represents
metadata and has either the type mod:Summary, mod:Statisitcs, or mod:Enrichment,
which are sub classes of prov:Entity.
The ontology predefines properties to inject this type information on the file resource:
mod:summaryDerivedFrom for Summary, mod:statisticsDerivedFrom for Statistics,
and mod:enrichmentDerivedFrom for Enrichment. These properties are defined as subproperty of prov:wasDerivedFrom and can be inherited further using to describe more
specific result files.
mod:Summary – A mod:Summary is a summarizing file generated by the Mod
Activity, derived from the origin data, e.g., a short paragraph, average values, or a
small image of the summary. Subclasses should be used to describe the exact type
of the summary. For example, in Listing 4 the Mod Activity generates a Git-like
badge SVG file online.svg of the form “online: percentage.”
mod:Statisitics – Statistical data derived from the input, e.g., parsing logs or
quality scores. For example, in Listing 4 the Mod Activity generates an additional
Mod Result file online.csv, which contains online status changes of used Databus
file.
mod:Enrichment – This type describes files containing descriptive metadata
considering the used entity (Databus file), e.g., correct MIME-Type or topic information. Listing 5 shows the content of two files. The first file contains the
Mod Activity Metadata, describing a Mod Activity that detects the “true” inner
MIME-Type of a compressed file and generates the file mimetype.ttl (second
file) as Mod Result. The mimetype.ttl file generated for the input file contains
one triple representing the information that its inner MIME-Type is text/turtle
(“inner” MIME-Type considering the uncompressed data of the file).
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Listing 4: Mod Activity Metadata of the Online Check Mod. The described Mod
Activity has the type mod:OnlineCheck. The Online Check Mod periodically tests the
dcat:downloadURL of Databus files for accessibility. The Mod generates a list of status
changes ’online.csv’, and a summarizing SVG file showing the average online rate. The
online rate mod:onlineCheck is a subproperty of mod:statSummary.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

mod:
prov:
xsd:
n0:

<http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#> .
<http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
<https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/> .

<activity.ttl> a mod:OnlineCheckMod ;
mod:version
"1.0.0" ;
prov:used
n0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.png ;
prov:startedAtTime "2021-04-15T12:05:36.384Z"^^xsd:#dateTime ;
prov:endedAtTime "2021-04-15T12:05:36.851Z"^^xsd:dateTime ;
mod:onlineRate "100%"^^xsd:string ;
prov:generated <online.csv> ;
prov:generated <online.svg> .
<online.svg> mod:svgDerivedFrom
<online.csv> mod:csvDerivedFrom

n0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.png .
n0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.png .

Listing 5: Example Mod Activity generating metadata of type mod:Enrichment. The
listing shows the content of the file activity.ttl in the first part and the content of
the Mod Result file mimetype.ttl in the second part.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

# content of activity.ttl
@prefix prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix mod: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#> .
@prefix g0: <https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/paper-supplements/> .
<activity.ttl> a mod:DatabusMod ;
mod:version "4fc1d36f833093b241036d94b307a20aac827140" ;
prov:used g0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.ttl ;
prov:startedAtTime "2021-04-15T12:04:22.384Z"^^xsd:#dateTime ;
prov:endedAtTime "2021-04-15T12:04:22.851Z"^^xsd:dateTime ;
prov:generated <mimetype.ttl> .
<mimetype.ttl>
mod:enrichmentDerivedFrom g0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.ttl.gz .
# content of mimetype.ttl
@prefix dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#> .
g0:demo-graph\/20210301\/demo-graph.ttl
dcat:mediaType <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/iana#text/turtle> .
dcat:compression <ttp://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mt#gz> .

Chapter 4

Databus Mods Architecture
This section introduces the Databus Mods Architecture and the integration of its components into the DBpedia Databus ecosystem.
The architecture follows a hierarchical master-worker design, which allows the separation of complex management processes into a master service and implementing single
types of Mod Activities in individual workers.

4.1 Components
The Databus Mods Architecture consists of a Mod Master, HTTP file server, SPARQL
endpoint, and Mod Worker services. Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the Databus Mods
Architecture components in context with the Databus and file hosting web servers.
Mod Master – is a service that automates the Mod Metadata generation. Therefore
the Mod Master monitors Databus updates, invokes Mod Workers to perform Mod
Activities and generate Mod Metadata, stores the results into a file server, and, if
possible, in an RDF store to provide access over HTTP and SPARQL.
The service internally manages information about Databus Files, Mod configurations, Workers, and Mod Activities in a journal, which persists in a database.
Further, the Mod Master has an optional file cache allowing multiple Workers to
reuse and share already downloaded Databus files. This file cache is usable if Mod
Master and Mod Workers share the same host system.
After recognizing file updates at the Databus, the Mod Master creates new database
entries and schedules requests to relevant Mod Workers. The Mod Master orchestrates
Mod Workers and invokes their provided Mod Activity for scheduled Databus files by
submitting their stable Databus identifier and a URI for accessing the data. This access
URI locates either the Databus file in the Mod Masters file cache (<file://>) or the
original file server (value of dcat:downloadURL <http(s)://>). The service processes
the received Mod Activity metadata and collects all additionally generated Mod Results. All files are stored in a file server and accessible over HTTP. Before storing the
retrieved Mod Activity metadata in the RDF store, the Mod Master rewrites the URI
of mod:DatabusMod instances and objects referenced by prov:generated with their final location in the file server. Then Mod Activity Metadata and optional Mod Result
(RDF) files are loaded into the RDF endpoint, providing discovery with queries.
19
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Figure 4.1: Workflow and services of the Databus Mods Architecture with connections
to the Databus file registry and the file hosting servers on the World Wide Web. Blue
arrows indicate file references (links). Yellow arrows indicate the data flow of Databus
files to Mod Workers. Green arrows indicate the data flow of generated Mod Metadata
from Mod Workers to the Mods file store and SPARQL endpoint. Lastly, red arrows show
the possible interfaces to access the Mod Metadata in combination with the DataID (e.g.,
federated queries).
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RDF store – The RDF store provides an interface to find Mod Results for a Databus
file using SPARQL queries on the collected Mod Activity Metadata. Therefor, the RDF
store exposes an accessible SPARQL endpoint ReST API1 .
Additionally, Mod Result files representing RDF are stored in the RDF store to
explore their information.
The Mod Metadata files of each performed Mod Activity are stored in separate
graphs. These graphs are identified by the Databus file identifier appending its checksum
and an identifying Mod name in the fragment (<databusID>#<checksum>-<mimetype>).
File Server – The file server provides all Mod Metadata files for access over HTTP.
The URI path segments follow the same hierarchical structure as the Databus2 using a
file system oriented URI layout of the form /<modName>/<databusPath>/<metadata>.
Were <modName> is a simple identifying name of the Mod Activity and <metadata>
are file names, indicating the generated Mod Activity Metadata or Mod Result files.
Mod Workers – A Mod Worker performs a specific Mod Activity for the Mod
Master. The Mod Worker exposes an HTTP API (Mod API) that allows the Mod Master
to send parameterized requests to invoke the execution of a Mod Activity for a specific
Databus file. The result of this request must return valid Mod Activity Metadata to the
Mod Master. All resources of the Mod Activity Metadata must use accessible HTTP
URIs.

4.2 Workflow
Additionally, Figure 4.1 illustrates the Databus Mods Architecture data flow/pipeline
between file servers, the Databus, and the described Databus Mods Architecture components. The workflow consists of five stages, starting with hosting datasets on a web
server and ending with loading the automatic generated Mod Metadata into the Databus
Mods SPARQL endpoint and file server.
1. User or computer agents publicly host files on Web servers. For example the
demo-graph.ttl was uploaded to DBpedias file server.
2. Publisher creates a DataID using, e.g., the databus-maven-plugin3 and deploys it
to the Databus. For the demo-graph.ttl, the DataID was shown in Listing 3.
3. The Mod Master continuously polls updates from the Databus SPARQL endpoint and schedules the distribution of new Mod Activities. The Mod Master
demo-graph.ttl recognizes the published DataID (with demo-graph.ttl), and
invokes Mod Activities at relevant Mod Workers. Optional the Master can download the demo-graph.ttl file and provide it to the Mod Workers from in a shared
file cache.
4. A Mod Worker validates the incoming Mod Activity request, then performs a Mod
Activity for the given Databus file (data located by a URI). After finishing the
Activity, the Mod Worker returns valid Mod Activity Metadata in the response.
For example the demo-graph.ttl is processed by one MIME-Type, VoID, and
SPO Mod Worker, all generating Mod Activity Metadata and Mod Results.
1

Example Mod SPARQL endpoint - https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/sparql
https://raw.databus.dbpedia.org/
3
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-maven-plugin
2
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5. The Mod Server collects the Mod Workers responses and fetches linked Mod Results. Subsequently, this metadata and results are provided as Linked Data by serving the files in a HTTP web server or storing compatible resources in a SPARQL
endpoint.

4.3 Implementation Requirements
The primary criteria for providing Databus Mods requires creating valid Mod Activity
Metadata and storing it in a SPARQL endpoint and Mod Results must be accessible
from a HTTP web server. Serving correct Mod Metadata requires correct URI usage
inside the generated data to resolve them correctly using HTTP (especially for the Mod
Results). Implementing automatic generation of Mod Metadata based on new Databus
files requires monitoring the Databus for updates, scheduling the metadata generation
processes, and handling those tasks in a journal (or equivalent system).
Mod Publishers can decide on implementing these requirements themselves or reusing
the Mod Architecture that provides reusable components managing a majority of these
requirements.
Moreover, reusing the Databus Mods Architecture has the primary feature that
allows the creation of Mods by implementing new Mod Activities as Mod Workers.
There are three interrelated requirements for developing a Mod Worker.
1. Provide the Mod API (c.f. Section 5.1) specific methods to invoke a Mod Worker
to perform its implemented Mod Activity returning Mod Activity Metadata.
2. The received Mod Activity Metadata must contain information about the performed Mod Activity, generated Mod Results, and apply the Mod ontology concepts.
3. The Mod Activity Metadata must contain only URIs, which are resolvable via
HTTP. These URIs include used ontology vocabularies and primarily Mod Result
resources which are identified as objects of prov:generated.

Chapter 5

Reference Implementation
The Mod Master and Mod Workers implementation was done in SCALA using the
Spring-Boot framework1 . Spring-Boot offers several interfaces to build HTTP APIs, use
Data-Access-Objects for persistence, or schedule concurrent programming processes.
The produced application code is publicly available at Github2 . Last but not least,
the proposed services of the Databus Mods Architecture are deployable using Docker
Compose3 .

5.1 Mod Activity API
The Mod Workers expose an HTTP-based API enabling the Mod Master to invoke their
Mod Activity, which processes a submitted Databus file and generates Mod Activity
Metadata. This API uses HTTP and defines a set of required request operations.
The implementation allows the use of two possible API profiles. An API profile
differs in the message sequence flow between Mod Master and Mod Worker to invoke
the Mod Activity and obtain resulting Mod Activity Metadata. The original request sent
by the Mod Master to trigger a Mod Activity at a Mod Worker is the same for both
API profiles. Only, the responses of the mod workers determine the subsequent actions
of the master. Both API profiles offer advantages and disadvantages. The profiles and
their associated operations are defined in the following:

5.1.1 Basic Mod API Profile (P1)
The Basic Mod API Profile (referred to as P1) requires the implementation of a single
HTTP operation.
P1.1 – Perform Mod Activity: Requests a Mod Worker to perform its implemented
Mod Activity. The response contains valid Mod Activity Metadata as RDF.
URL: /<publisher>/<group>/<artifact>/<version>/<file>/activity
Methods: POST
1

https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods
3
https://docs.docker.com/compose/
2
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Figure 5.1: HTTP message sequence diagram for creating Mod Activity Metadata using
the Basic Mod API profile (P1), the Polling-based Mod API Profile (P2), and the expected
message sequence to retrieve a Mod Result (R).

URL parameters:
– {publisher}/{group}/{artifact}/{version}/{file}: path segments of the
stable Databus file identifier.
Data Parameters (in request body):
– source: required parameter containing a data access URI. For example the
value of this parameter can be the dcat:downloadURL4 associated with the
Databus file in the published DataID, or a cached file in a shared local storage
between Master and Workers.
Success Response:
– Code 200-Ok: The Mod Worker performed the Mod Activity successfully.
The responses payload contains Mod Activity Metadata represented in RDF
describing the performed Mod Activity with used file, process duration, Mod
type, Worker version and generated Mod Results.
Error Response:
– Code 400-Bad-Request: The send request parameters are invalid and the
Worker could not perform the Mod Activity.
4

Example
download
URL
https://vmdbpedia.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/repo/vehnem/papersupplements/demo-graph/20210301/demo-graph.ttl
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– Code 500-Internal-Server-Error: The Mod Worker failed to perform its
provided Mod Activity and produced no (meta)data.
Figure 5.1 (P1) illustrates the HTTP message sequence between Mod Master and
Mod Worker as a result of the basic Mod Activity access pattern.
1. The Mod Master sends a POST request to a Mod Worker including a valid source
parameter.
2. The Mod Worker validates the URL and data parameters of the request. If the
request is valid the Mod Worker starts performing the Mod Activity, otherwise
the service responds with the 400-Bad-Request status code.
3. If the Mod Activity was performed successfully the Mod Worker responds with
200-OK and returns valid Mod Activity Metadata as RDF. Otherwise, the Mod
Worker was not able to perform the Mod Activity, or catches an unsolvable exception, the response status code is 500-Internal-Server-Error.

5.1.2 Polling-based Mod API Profile (P2)
Concerning complex Mod activities, long-running HTTP requests could be crucial by
keeping the TCP connection open until the requested agent (e.g., Mod worker) has
finished and can respond. For example, if the connection is interrupted, how does the
Mod Master or Mod Worker handle these HTTP requests. It is unclear if the current
Mod Activity should be interrupted on the Mod Worker. It is unclear if the HTTP
request, indicating to process new data, was submitted successfully on the client-side.
A solution is to use a polling-based request approach (Polling-based Mod API Profile
referred to as P2), which requires the support of two Mod API operations. The initial
request operation starts the Mod Activity and is similar to the one request of P1. The
second method provides either status information if the Mod Activity is still running or
responds with Mod Activity Metadata after it was completed.
P2.1 – Trigger Mod Activity: This request triggers a Mod Activity and returns its
status information.
URL: /<publisher>/<group>/<artifact>/<version>/<file>/activity
Method: POST
Data Params: same as for P1.1
Success Response:
– Code 202-Accepted: The Mod Worker accepted the request, but the Mod
Activity is still performing. The Mod Master should check this location again
later using the HTTP Get method. The Master respects the Retry-After
header if present and waits the given duration before sending the next request.
Error Response: same as for P1.1
P2.2 – Check Mod Activity: Checks the status of a triggered Mod Activity by
sending a repeated GET requests to the endpoint.
URL: /<publisher>/<group>/<artifact>/<version>/<file>/activity
Method: GET
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Success Response:
– Status 200-OK: same as for P1.1
– Status 202-Accepted: same as for P2.1
Error Response:
– Status 400 or 500: same as for P1.1
– Status 404-Not-Found: This response status code is relevant if a Mod
Worker was restarted during an ongoing Mod Activity to inform the Mod
Master of reinvoking the current Mod Activity.
The request sequence of retrieving the Mod Activity Metadata from a Mod Worker
providing the asynchronous access pattern is illustrated in Figure 5.1 (P2).
1. The Mod Master sends a POST request (equivalent to P1), invoking a Mod Worker
to perform a Mod Activity using the Databus file specified in the request path.
The request data contains the information about the source of the Databus file
(temporary working copy or direct download URL).
2. The Mod Worker immediately responds with a 202-Accepted status code and
starts to perform the Mod Activity.
3. The Mod Master receives this status code and starts polling the endpoint repeatedly using HTTP GET requests. The Worker returns 202-Accepted as long as the
Mod Activity is running, or an exception occurs. In addition to the error-responses
of P1 for GET requests the Mod Worker can answer 404-Not-Found indicating the
Mod Activity was not started. This is helpful if Mod Workers are restarted during
the process of a Mod Activity to inform the Mod Master to invoke the canceled
Mod Activity again.
4. After the Mod Worker finished to perform the Mod Activity the response is equal
to the 200-OK message of P1.
In comparison to the Basic API profile, the Polling-based API profile introduces
more overhead concerning TCP and HTTP. For example, for Mod Activities that take
(milli)seconds to complete, it would be wiser to use the Basic API profile to avoid the
second request from the Mod Master, and spare the additional processing cost and
implementation effort (to process the request) on the Mod Worker side.

5.1.3 Collect Mod Results
After the Mod Activity Metadata was received from a Mod Worker, the Mod Master
starts to resolve the Mod Result files by accessing the URIs referenced by prov:generated.
These Mod Results can be provided at a different server or indicate another URL
location at the Mod Worker service. For example, for providing the Mod Results at the
Mod Worker it is recommended to use URIs of the form:
/<publisher>/<group>/<artifact>/<version>/<file>/<result>
Where <result> specifies the file name of the Mod Result. Providing Mod Results at
this URI space allows the use of short relative URIs in the RDF Turtle format for
describing the Mod Results in the Activity Metadata.
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In Figure 5.1 (R) the HTTP message sequence between Mod Master and Mod Worker
for retrieving a Mod Result is illustrated, which is a single GET request (except following
redirects).

5.1.4 Discussion
This section represents some additional API-related design decisions.
The Mod Master transparently resolves redirects until the response of a successive
message matches another status code. The Mod Master’s default number of continuous
redirects is limited to 50. If this limit is exceeded, the operation failed, and the Mod
Worker is considered unreachable.
Requesting the Mod Worker API with POST operations (P1.1, P2.1) must trigger
the service to perform a new Mod Activity. Answering with cached Mod Activity Metadata and Mod Results is not permitted. This simplifies reinvoking an already performed
Mod Activity for the Mod Master. Further, it avoids implementing the caching behavior
correctly in a Mod Worker.
For simplicity, the polling-based API profile omits the requirement to provide a
status monitor resource for the Mod Activity progress. Due to the introduced implementation overhead of other APIs (Microsoft Azure5 or Google Cloud6 ), the Mod API
does not demand implementing a status monitor URL, which is then finally redirecting
to the newly created resource using the 303-see-also status code. In other words, the
Mod API interaction relies purely on the received status codes (and optional Retry-After
headers). The Mod Master interprets the body of a 200-OK request as Mod Activity
Metadata, and optionally respects Retry-After headers for follow-up requests (400 and
500 indicate the process has failed and the Mod could not produce metadata for the
associated Databus file).
An alternative strategy for long-running operations is to utilize a callback address
in the request header that can be called to send the results from the Mod Worker to
the Mod Master. The Mod Worker can respond immediately and request the provided
callback address after the Mod Activity has finished containing Mod Activity Metadata.
Implementing and handling such a callback request address would introduce a higher
complexity on the Mod Worker side (requirements). Due to network routing, e.g., Master
and Mod Workers are in different networks, the callback address could be unreachable.

5.2 Mod Worker Library
The Databus Mods Github repository7 contains a maven package including classes and
interfaces for building Mod Workers based on Spring using JVM languages. Additionally,
a testing tool for validating Mod Workers in other programming languages is provided.
5

https://docs.microsoft.com/de-de/azure/architecture/patterns/async-request-reply
https://cloud.google.com/community/tutorials/cloud-functions-async
7
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods/
6
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5.2.1 Mod Worker Template Code
The Databus Mods repository provides a library8 for developing Mod Workers using
Java or related programming languages like SCALA or KOTLIN. The library contains
template code to create Mod Workers including components to implement a Mod Activity, build Mod Activity Metadata, and setup a Mod API (profile).
Listing 6 demonstrate the use of the Mod Worker template code in JAVA to build a
new Mod Worker. The @Import statement declares to import components that provide
a default Mod API with the Polling-based profile. These components require a Spring
bean. The class MyModActivity implements the interface of ModActivity including the
procedure perform which receives an instance of ModActivityBuilder as argument. A
ModActivityBuilder has methods to build correct Mod Activity metadata and connect
Mod Results.
The library was also deployed in Github packages9 .
Listing 6: Java template code to develop a Mod Worker using Spring and the Databus
Mods library.
@SpringBootApplication
@Import({org.dbpedia.databus_mods.lib.worker.PollingAPIWorker.class})
public class Boot {

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

@Component
public class MyModActivity implements ModActivity {

}

}

public void perform(ModActivityBuilder mab) {
extension.setType("http://my.domain/ns#DatabusMod");
val sourceURI = mab.getSourceURI();
// TODO process data from sourceURI
File modResultFile = extension.createModResult("modresult.extension");
// TODO write to modResultFile
}

public static void main(String[] args) {
SpringApplication.run(Boot.class);
}

5.2.2 Mod Worker Validation
In addition to the aforementioned Mod Worker plugin like framework (template code),
the library provides a testing tool10 for validating deployed Mod Workers. The tool can
be used to validate the implementation of the Mod API and checks the generated Mod
Activity Metadata for correctness.
8

https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods/blob/master/databus-mods-lib/Readme.md
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods/packages
10
https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods/blob/master/databus-mods-lib/Validation.md
9
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The Mod Activity Metadata is validated using SHACL. The Shapes Constraint Language 11 (SHACL) is a language for validating RDF graphs against a set of conditions.
These conditions are provided as shapes and other constructs expressed in the form
of an RDF graph. The constraints for validating a Mod Activity are shown in Listing 7. The resource mod:DatabusModShape specifies SHACL constraints for instances of
mod:DatabusMod. The shape specifies cardinalities (number of allowed values) for the
prov:startedAtTime, prov:endedAtTime, mod:version, and prov:used attributes per
instance. The constraint sh:SPARQLConstraint specifies that a mod:DatabusMod must
at least have either one mod:statSummary or prov:generated value.
In addition to the OWL specification, the Mod ontology file contains these SHACL
shapes12 for validation.

5.3 Mod Master
The Mod Master was implemented as a Spring-Boot application. The Mod Master uses
a journal like system to manage Mod Activities stored in a database.

5.3.1 Activity Journal
Internally, the Mod Master maintains a journal to orchestrate Mod Activities, Mod
Workers, and Mod configurations. This journal is sustained in a relational database,
which consists of several tables. Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the database, including
the following four tables.
databus_file – This table contains entries of Databus files. The uri attribute
stores the Databus file identifier. The value of source is the URI sent as parameter
inside the Mod API request invoking a Mod Worker to perform its Mod Activity
(default dcat:downloadURL). The sha256sum stores the files checksum retrieved
from the Databus DataID. The issued timestamp indicates the time when the
Mod Master first recognized the Databus file at the Databus SPARQL endpoint
(primarily used for debugging).
mods – Contains values of configured Mods specifying the Mod’s name, a query for
monitoring the Databus tailored to the Mods scope, and registered Mod Workers
performing the related Mod Activity.
workers – An item of this table, represents a Mod Worker. Each Mod Worker
entry stores an endpoint URL, the relation to the implemented Mod, and the
Workers online status (workers_status). The workers_status can have either
the value online or offline.
activities – Entities in this table, represent a Mod Activity “task”. Each entry
consists of relations to the used databus_file and mod. The activities_status
stores the values waiting, running, success, or failure, indicating the status of the
Mod Activity.
11
12

https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#DatabusModShape
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Listing 7: SHACL tests for Mod Activity Metadata including cardinality constraints for the class mod:DatabusMod (and its subclasses) with the properties
prov:startedAtTime, prov:endedAtTime, mod:version, prov:used, and a SPARQL
query checking if at least either one mod:statSummary or prov:generated was assigned.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
mod: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#> .
prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .

mod:DatabusModShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass mod:DatabusMod ;
sh:property [
sh:path prov:startedAtTime ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path prov:endedAtTime ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path mod:version ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;
] ;
sh:property [
sh:path prov:used ;
sh:minCount 1 ;
] ;
sh:sparql [
a sh:SPARQLConstraint ;
sh:message """
Missing either mod:statSummary or prov:generated (sub properties of)
""" ;
sh:select """
PREFIX mod: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/mod#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>
SELECT $this {
OPTIONAL { ?sub1 rdfs:subPropertyOf+ mod:statSummary . }
OPTIONAL { ?sub2 rdfs:subPropertyOf+ prov:generated . }
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
$this ?prop ?object .
FILTER (
?prop IN (mod:statSummary, ?sub1, prov:generated, ?sub2)
)
}
}
""" ;
] .
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Figure 5.2: Database schema to manage Mod Activities

Currently, for persistence the service uses the Spring Data JPA13 and Apache Derby
DB14 as backend.

5.3.2 Scheduling
The Mod Master schedules two periodically performed processes.
Mod Activities
The Activity Scheduler is the central process of the Mod Master, automating the generation of Mod Metadata by monitoring the Databus and orchestrating Mod Activities
to Mod-Workers.
To monitor the Databus, the Mod Master uses SPARQL. In the Mod Master’s
configuration, each Mod has a query tailored to its scope for scanning the Databus for
relevant files. This preselection allows the Mod Master to schedule only relevant Mod
Activities that are appropriate for specific files. There are other methods to receive
SPARQL endpoint updates like [37] or [28] using a push approach. The simple SPARQL
poll approach is currently sufficient and provides the convenience of using only one
technology in the system.
13
14

https://spring.io/projects/spring-data-jpa
https://db.apache.org/derby/
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After recognizing relevant new Databus files, the Activity Scheduler registers them as
Mod Activities (status open) in the journal and queues them for distribution processing.
The queue order depends on the issue date of the monitored Databus files (latest to
oldest). This is considered a feature to process the latest dataset versions first after the
initialization of a new Databus Mods deployment.
The Mod Master manages multiple Mod Worker Handlers in separate threads sharing a fixed thread pool. Each Mod Worker Handler manages one Mod Worker by sending
requests to its Mod API and storing results in the SPARQL endpoint and file system
of the HTTP server. These handlers concurrently drain the queued Mod Activities and
communicate with specific assigned Mod Workers, invoking their Mod Activity and
retrieving the generated Mod Metadata. Depending on the success of a Mod Activity
(HTTP status code 200), the Handler updates the Mod Activity entry and changes their
activities_status in the database.
Online-Check (Mod)
The accessibility of the Databus files download URL is an essential prerequisite for the
Mods to generate metadata. The primary intention is to identify possible link rot of
file download URLs. Link rot describes a state of URLs to be not available anymore
over time. Possible causes for link rot are server migrations, file deletions, or domain
changes.
The Mod Master provides an online check service for Databus files. This service acts
as a Databus Mod that is being directly integrated within the Mod-Master, instead
of separating into extra Mod Worker. Its Mod Activity periodically checks the online
status of Databus files sending HEAD requests to their associated dcat:downloadURL.
The generated Mod Activity Metadata contains a summary statement describing the
last seven days with a percentual value and two Mod Result files (see Listing 4). The
first file is an SVG image representation of the summary and the second file contains the
overall aggregated online changes (since uptime of the Mod Master) for the observed
Databus file. The Mod Metadata is stored in the configured SPARQL endpoint and
HTTP file server, allowing to aggregate the information using, e.g., federated SPARQL
queries to determine affected (unaccessible) files.
At the time of writing, the Mod is configured to periodically (every day) check the
accessibility of all files published on the Databus and generate aggregated statistics.
The implementation of the Online-Check Mod can change in the future, primarily due
to improvements of the performed check method.

5.3.3 Configuration.
The Spring-Boot library supports the reading of application configurations from YAML
files. The Mod Master supports the definition of general server properties, database
connections, and initial registered Mods in this application.yml15 file. The configuration file allows the specification of required Databus Mods Architecture properties like
system ports, volumes, and database connections. But more important, it contains the
configuration of managed Databus Mods (Mod Activities), concerning their Databus
15

https://github.com/dbpedia/databus-mods/blob/master/databus-mods-server/application.yml
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Listing 8: Example Mod Master configuration file. Appending Spring-Boots
application.yml file with relevant properties.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

server:
port: 9050
spring:
datasource:
driver-class-name: 'org.apache.derby.jdbc.EmbeddedDriver'
username: 'admin'
password: 'mysecret'
url: 'jdbc:derby:derby;create=true'
jpa:
hibernate:
ddl-auto: 'update'
master:
volume: './path/to/file/server/volume'
web-base: 'https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/main/'
triple-store:
db-url: 'jdbc:virtuoso://localhost:11111/charset=UTF-8/'
db-user: 'dba'
db-password: 'mysecret'
scheduler:
activity-update: 3600000 # 1 hour in milliseconds
online-check: 86400000 # 1 day in milliseconds
online-period: 604800000 # 7 days in milliseconds
mods:
- name: mimetype
accepts: http
selects: *.ttl
workers:
- 'http://localhost:14000-14002/mod-api/'
query: '
SELECT ?file {
Preifx dataid: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/core#>
?dataset a dataid:Dataset .
?dataset dcat:distribution/dataid:file .
}
'

file scope (query) and deployed Mod Workers.
Listing 8 demonstrates an example configuration initially registering Mod Workers
for the MIME-Type Mod. The server and spring properties configure default parameters of the Mod Master application like the database connection used by Springs JPA.
The master properties configure the target volume of the collected Mod Metadata files,
the RDF store, and the execution time of the Activity and Online-Check scheduler.
Most importantly, the file specifies the initial Mods configurations. The mods section
represents a collection of Mod configurations. Each Mod configuration has properties
defining the file scope using a Databus SPARQL query. The accepts value specifies
the required data access URI scheme, which can be either http for dcat:downloadURL,
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or file for accessing the data through the shared file cache which allows reusing the
data between different Mod Workers. The second option requires the Mod Master to
download the data first, and Mod Workers need to share the same system (or possess
a shared volume). The selects value is a regex used to identify Mod Results that
the Mod Master needs to load in the SPARQL endpoint by matching their identifying
URI. Lastly, the workers values specify Mod Worker endpoints, which provide the Mod
Activity of this Mod. The endpoint specification allows port ranges (e.g., 14000-14002)
to register multiple Mod Workers.
The Mod Master also exposes a ReST [18] API endpoint that allows CRUD operations for changing Mods or Mod Workers at runtime without restarting the service. The
prototype deployment provides Swagger16 documentation of the Mod Master API17 .

5.4 Databus Website Mod Result Integration

Figure 5.3: Display Example of Databus Mods badges on the DBpedia Databus website.

The Databus website is a graphical user interface for searching files on the Databus
viewing the content of their DataID. Additionally to this information, Mod-Results can
embed into the Databus website providing visual feedback for users visiting a Databus
version page in the form of a badge displaying a score or label. Therefore, a Mod
Result describing a relation in the Mod-Metadata like <result mod:svgDervivedFrom
databusFile> implies to contain such a short visual summary. For example, Figure 5.3
demonstrates the embedding of an SVG badge to visualize the file’s percentual online
status over the last seven days. In the future the Databus website will allow publishers
to register individual Mods on the Databus and connect them with their datasets.

16
17

https://swagger.io/
https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/swagger-ui/

Chapter 6

Implemented Mod Workers & Use Cases
As a proof of concept concerning Databus Mods Model and Architecture, the following
Sections describe several Databus Mod Workers, their use cases, and integration in
particular applications. The first two Mod Workers implement Mod Activities relevant
for all kinds of files, and the last two generate specific metadata for RDF files.

6.1 MIME-Type Mod Worker
The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions specify the type or class of a file (MIMEType). A MIME-Type definition is of the form: type “/” [tree “.”] subtype [“+”
suffix]* [“;” parameter]. Where type is on of the media types application, audio,
image, message, multipart, text, video, font, example, and model. tree and subtype declare the specific data format. The suffix part is a possible augmentation of this format,
e.g, +gzip for formats that especially use GZIP compression, and parameter is an optional parameter. For example to indicate the used character encoding (charset=UTF-8).
This kind of information helps classify files by their represented data structure, like
differentiate CSV and RDF files. The MIME-Type Mod excludes this information as
Databus Mod, which was previously directly included in the DataID.
The Mod Workers try to detect every Databus file’s correct (inner) MIME-Type, by
decompressing the files if necessary and sniffing1 on the files byte stream using Apache
Tika2 . The Mod Workers generate Mod Activity Metadata (activity.ttl and one Mod
Result file mimetype.ttl). The Mod Result file contains RDF statements describing the
compression format and (inner) MIME-Type of the analyzed Databus file. The linked
MIME-Type resources derive from the IANA MIME-Type registry3 and are described
by a DataID vocabulary extension4 . Section 3.2 already showed example Mod Metadata
generated by this Mod in Listing 5.
Further, the MIME-Type information is an essential prerequisite for other applications and Mods to select only necessary Databus files for their input. Listing 9 illustrates
a federated query example, where files are only selected if the MIME-Type Mod has
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_sniffing
https://tika.apache.org/
3
https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types
4
http://dataid.dbpedia.org/iana/ianaOntology.ttl
2
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Listing 9: Federated Query combining the Databus and Mods SPARQL endpoint to
filter files on the Databus using the inner MIME-Type information generated by the
MIME-Type Mod. The query finds all files in CSV format.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

PREFIX prov:
<http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>
PREFIX dcat:
<http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#>
PREFIX dataid: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/core#>
SELECT ?file ?downloadURL {
SERVICE <https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/sparql> {
SELECT ?file {
GRAPH ?metadata {
?activity a <https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/ns/file#MimeTypeMod> ;
prov:used ?file .
?file dcat:mediaType
<http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/iana#text/csv-schema> .
}
}
}
?dist dataid:file ?file ;
dcat:downloadURL ?downloadURL .
}

already generated the necessary information and if the files were detected as CSV.
Currently, the MIME-Type Mod is running for every file on the Databus. However,
Apache Tika has an issue where some MIME-Types could not be identified correctly.
For example, Apache Tika has issues with the distinction of NTriples and Turtle files.

6.2 File Metric Mod Worker
The File Metric Mod is another basic file-oriented Mod. Its Mod Worker counts nonempty lines, number of duplicate lines, states if a file is sorted line-wise, and identifies
its uncompressed byte size. Several applications often require these attributes as data
selection criteria to process a file, e.g., enabling easy line-wise deduplication or searching
that often requires sorted data. The generated Mod Result files contain RDF describing
these attributes. For example, Listing 10 shows the content of generated Mod Result
file using the demo-graph.ttl file.
A use case for the File Metric Mod is to aggregate statistics to compare the byte size
of dataset versions. Similar to the MIME-Type Mod the File Metric Mod is running for
all Databus files.

6.3 VoID Mod Worker
The Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets [1] (VoID) is a popular metadata vocabulary
to describe the content of Linked Datasets. The VoiD Mod generates statistics based
on the RDF VoID vocabulary for RDF files. The VoID Mod Workers generate Turtle
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Listing 10: Mod Result file filemetric.ttl generated by the File Metric Mod Activity
using the example demo-graph.ttl file. The file is not sorted, has zero duplicates (w.r.t
to sorting), 10 non-empty lines, and its uncpompressed byte size is 995 Bytes.
1 @prefix dataid: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/core#> .
2 @prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
3
4 <file-metrics.ttl>
5
dataid:sorted
false ;
6
dataid:duplicates
"0"^^xsd:long ;
7
dataid:nonEmptyLines
"10"^^xsd:long ;
8
dataid:uncompressedByteSize "995"^^xsd:long .

Listing 11: The VoID Mod Result file using the demo-graph.ttl file showing grouped
property and class counts.
1 @base <https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/main/void/vehnem/> .
2 @prefix void: <http://rdfs.org/ns/void#> .
3
4 <paper-supplements/demo-graph/20210301/demo-graph.nt/rdfVoid.ttl>
5
void:propertyPartition [
6
void:property <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-sytnax-ns#type> ;
7
void:triples "2"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
8
void:propertyPartition [
9
void:property <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows> ;
10
void:triples "2"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
11
void:propertyPartition [
12
void:property <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#range> ;
13
void:triples "1"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
14
void:propertyPartition [
15
void:property <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#domain> ;
16
void:triples "1"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
17
void:propertyPartition [
18
void:property <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ;
19
void:triples "1"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
20
void:propertyPartition [
21
void:property <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf> ;
22
void:triples "1"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] ;
23
void:propertyPartition [
24
void:property <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> ;
25
void:triples "2"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int> ] .

Mod Result files containing triple counts grouped by properties or classes. It is to note,
the current VoID Mod workers only produce a subset of the possible void statistics,
including property and class partitions.
For example, Listing 11 shows the VoID statistics for the demo-graph.ttl file. The
following Sections explain two current use cases of the VoID Mod data.
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Figure 6.1: DNKG mappings viewer of the Kadaster dataset using the VoID Mod metadata. Shows the mappings status and the possible mappings-impact for its contained
properties.

6.3.1 Dutch National Knowledge Graph
The first application utilizing the VoID Mod Metadata is part of the Dutch National
Knowledge graph (DNKG) project. This project aims to build a unified dutch knowledge graph by integrating data from several data sources5 , including Kadaster, cho,
Dutch DBpedia, Wikidata, rkdartists, and dblp. Integrating data from different sources
requires the mapping of varying property namespaces to a target ontology. In the case
of the DNKG, the engineers aimed to map external properties to the DBpedia ontologt.
Each integration step produces new data files, which are deployed on the DBpedia
Databus. For example, the project deployed Kadasters original dataset on the Databus
and the resulting files after mapping the properties.
The DNKG Mappings Viewer is a dashboard showing the progress of the mapping for
each source by accessing the VoID data to show the status and calculate the mappings
impact of its properties. Figure 6.1 shows the rendering of Kadaster’s Mapping Viewer.

6.3.2 Metadata Search
The second use case is to search for relevant RDF datasets by using the VoID Mod
metadata. By writing federated queries, it is possible to filter files on the Databus that
have to contain specific properties or classes.
Listing 12 gives an example federated query selecting all Databus files that contain
dbo:birthDate as property or dbo:Person as type using the Databus DataID and VoID
Mod Results.
5

https://github.com/dbpedia/dnkg-pilot
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Moreover, this kind of query allows building Metadata Overlay Search Systems to
discover files on the Databus. As a first concept, a keyword search can be built allowing
users to search files on the Databus by selecting classes or properties. Further, the system
can suggest these classes or properties using the labels, comments, and descriptions
derived from their defining ontologies.
Listing 12: Federated query over VoID Mod Results and the DataID to retrieve
Databus files containing RDF statements having dbo:birthDate as property or
dbo:Person as type. The results are filtered by dct:version and dataid:account.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX
PREFIX

dct: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
dataid: <http://dataid.dbpedia.org/ns/core#>
dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#>
dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
void: <http://rdfs.org/ns/void#>
prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>

SELECT ?file ?downloadURL {
SERVICE <https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/sparql> {
SELECT DISTINCT ?file {
{ ?mod prov:used ?file .
?mod prov:generated [
void:propertyPartition/void:property dbo:birtDate ]
} UNION {
?mod prov:used ?file .
?mod prov:generated [
void:classPartition/void:class dbo:Person ]
}}}
?dataid dataid:account <https://databus.dbpedia.org/dbpedia> ;
dct:hasVersion "2021.03.01"^^xsd:string ;
dcat:distribution ?distribution .
?distribution dataid:file ?file ;
dcat:downloadURL ?downloadURL .
} # 77 results

Another suggestion is to visualize the VoID results of a Databus file using word
clouds. For each Databus file, the application generates a word cloud displaying the file
content based on the containing RDF classes. To create these word clouds, a TF-IDFbased approach can be used, which weights the classes in the accessed file concerning
all files on the Databus. For example, Figure 6.2 demonstrates such a resulting word
cloud for the English DBpedia instance-types file from 2020.03.01.
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Figure 6.2: VoID Mod Result of the english DBpedia instance types file visualized as
word cloud showing its class distribution based on TF-IDF.

6.4 SPO Mod Worker

Figure 6.3: DBpedia Archivo’s Website displaying statistics of crawled and registered
ontologies. The second column shows the discovery method that found this ontology.

The Subject Predicate Object Mod (short SPO Mod) is another RDF-oriented Databus
Mod. Its purpose is to count each URI’s frequencies and group them by their occurrence
as subject, predicate, or object part of the triple. Listing 13 displays a CSV snippet from
the output generated by the Mod for the demo-graph.ttl file.
The method seems simple, but many processes use this to calculate further metadata,
making it a perfect Mod candidate. At the time of writing, the first application using this
Mod is DBpedia Archivo [23], which uses the generated Mod data to acquire a distinct
URI list for each dataset without the effort to parse the data again. DBpedia Archivo
crawls Web ontologies to evolve into a central ontology archive and provide statistics
and a four-star rating for each ontology it processes. The resulting statistics are provided
at Archivo’s website6 . In Figure 6.3 a screenshot of the websites is given. Archivo uses
several discovery methods to retrieve ontologies. Some of these methods rely on the
generated Mod Results of the SPO, allowing to looking up new URI namespaces without
the requirement to parse the ontology data again in the Archivo pipeline. The Mod is
currently configured to only process the data of the “ontologies” publisher.
6
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As there is only Archivo using the SPO Mod, the Mod Master was configured to
only schedule SPO Mod Activities for the ontologies users’ data currently.
Listing 13: SPO Mod Result file spo.csv containing URI counts for the subjects,
predicates, and objects inside of the used (RDF) Databus file (demo-graph.ttl).
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Engineer;
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows;
http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q6135847;
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Ora_Lassila;
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name;
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf;
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label;
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#domain;
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#range;
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows;
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-sytnax-ns#type;
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Engineer;
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person;
http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q6135847;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

subject;
subject;
subject;
subject;
predicate;
predicate;
predicate;
predicate;
predicate;
predicate;
predicate;
object;
object;
object;

1
2
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
4
1

6.5 Architecture Deployment Report
This section gives a report on DBpedia’s currently deployed and working Databus Mods.
The Databus Mods Architecture deployment has been running since March (w.r.t the
presented implementations). The deployment currently includes all proposed Mods. Four
implemented as Mod Workers and one (the Online-Check Mod) as a module of the
Mod Master. The Mod Workers are deployed with the Docker-Compose setup using
the following scaling: 5 MIME-Type, 15 FileMetric, 15 VoID, and 10 SPO Works. The
MIME-Type and File Metric Mods are configured to generate their metadata for all
files on the Databus. The VoID and SPO Mod are designed explicitly for RDF data and
configured to perform on a subset of the published files. The first is processing all RDF
files and the second only RDF published at the ontologies account. Overall, Databus
Mods generated over 1 million additional metadata files for the currently around 200
thousand Databus files.
Concerning a first reality check, the MIME-Type, FileMetric, and VoID Mod automatically generate metadata for the more than 3000 files of the monthly DBpedia
releases (DBpedia groups: generic, mappings, wikidata release), processing around 1452
GB7 of data (57 GB compressed) and finishing several hours after each release. The
FileMetric Mod Workers finished 4 hours and the VoID Mod Workers around 11 hours
after starting their first Mod Activity.
7

The resulting value was calculated by aggregating the file metric (Mod) metadata that was generated
for the monthly released DBpedia release.

Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation Benchmark
This section shows an experimental benchmark of the proposed Databus Mods Architecture concerning its scalability aspects by testing different numbers of Mod Workers.
There are different aspects with respect to the scalability of a system, like structural,
space, space-time, and load scalability [9]. This evaluation focus on the scalability of
multiple running Mod Workers performing parallel Mod Activities on the same host
system.
The test system is an Ubuntu 18.04 server with a 4.15.0-43-generic kernel, having
four sockets with a 2,3GHz AMD Opteron 6376 CPU each (64 cores total), 256GB RAM,
and a 2.5TB solid-state drive as storage. The Mod Master, Mod Workers, file server, and
RDF store are running as containers using docker in version 18.09.0 (build 4d60db4).
The Java version of the Mod Master and Mod Worker images is 1.8.0_242. The RDF
store is Open links Virtuoso in version 07.20.3229. Mod Workers are configured with a
memory limit of 1.0 GB and can utilize only one CPU.
The benchmark input data is a selection of 250 files from the Dataset version
<https://databus.dbpedia.org/dbpedia/mappings/20210301>. All test files contain RDF
data in the turtle format. The selection is accesible as a Databus collection1 . Figure 7.1
shows the compressed and uncompressed file sizes of the selected data having many
smaller and few larger files (power-law distribution), and therefore is suitable as a realworld sample. The total size of the files is 48151,916 MB uncompressed, and 1989,736
MB compressed. The bandwidth between the server hosting these files and the test
server is 1 Gb/s (112 MB/s). Downloading the test files from the hosting server to the
test server takes around 35 seconds (at 55 MB/s).
The benchmark measures the real-time duration the entire system needs to process
all 250 files using different Worker setups with 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40 instances for
the MIME-Type (see Section 6.1), FileMetric (see Section 6.2), and VoID Mod (see
Section 6.3). Additionally, the aggregated worker time is collected. This time represents
the total aggregated time between all workers to perform the 250 Mod Activities, not
including the processes handled by the Mod Master (only includes the Mod Activity
durations).
It is to note, only the FileMetric and VoID Mod require the download of the complete
files for processing. The MIME-Type Mod inspects only a small part of each file by
1

https://databus.dbpedia.org/vehnem/collections/mods-bench-input-250rdf
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Figure 7.1: Benchmark input file size distribution. Displays compressed and uncompressed size in MB and logarithmic scale.

streaming the data and then closing the connection to the file hosting server. Each
Mod is tested individually by running only Mod Workers performing the same Mod
Activity in parallel. The benchmark measures the real-time duration between the start
of the first Mod Activity and completion of the last one. Each benchmark was done with
newly deployed services and disabled file caching (e.g., initially downloading the data).
The Mod Master loads all generated Mod Results (mimetype.ttl, filemetric.ttl,
void.ttl) into the deployed RDF store.
Concerning performance impact using Docker, the authors in [2] showed that the
overhead of containers compared to the bare metal system has no significant performance impact for CPU-intensive executions. Furthermore, it showed that running multiple tasks in parallel Docker containers performs similar to the bare metal system.
However, the Databus Mods architecture also demands to share network resources,
where the authors’ work showed that using Docker does slightly impacts throughput
and performance.
Table 7.1 shows the measured time of the various Mod Worker setups, as an average
value of three runs. In addition, Figure 7.2 illustrates the speedup concerning the use
of multiple Mod Workers compared to having a single Mod Worker as the baseline, and
Figure 7.3 shows the average time the Mod Workers took to complete a Mod Activity.
It is noticeable that the Mod Worker’s average time to perform a Mod Activity
increases with the number of parallel run Mod Workers on the system. The relates
to having the Mod Workers accessing shared system resources, like memory, disk, and
network. This slow down has a high impact on the real-time with respect to multiple
Mod Workers, which is most notable for the MIME-Type Mod. However, this can also
be investigated for the other two Mods, where the aggregated worker time increases
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Table 7.1: Measured benchmark times for different numbers of deployed Mod Workers
for the MIME-Type, File Metric, and VoID Mod. The Real Time is the total time the
system took to process all 250 files including the loading into the RDF and file store.
Agg. Worker Time is the total aggregated time all Mod Workers spend to perform the
250 Mod Activities (time only spend by the workers).

No.
Workers
1
2
5
10
20
40

Real Time (hh:mm:ss)
MIME-Type File Metric
VoID
0:04:25
0:58:18
2:18:00
0:02:09
0:29:41
1:09:52
0:00:56
0:12:01
0:28:35
0:00:35
0:06:46
0:15:00
0:00:27
0:03:15
0:08:21
0:00:22
0:02:15
0:04:59

Figure 7.2: Speedups using different
Mod Worker deployments, compared to
using only one Mod Worker.

Agg. Worker Time (hh:mm:ss)
MIME-Type File Metric
VoID
0:00:43
0:56:03
2:15:09
0:00:45
0:56:58
2:17:14
0:01:16
0:57:49
2:20:27
0:02:22
0:58:09
2:22:58
0:05:19
1:01:00
2:31:26
0:10:08
1:10:21
2:54:49

Figure 7.3: Average Mod Activity duration. Shows the average time the Mod
Workers took to complete a requested
Mod Activity.

with more active containers, adding about 15 minutes when using 40 parallel running
Mod Workers. The results in Figure 7.2 show that the MIME-Type Mods speedup is
almost linearly until the usage of more than 5 Mod Workers in parallel (speedup of 4,7
at 5 Workers), then the time improvement drops rapidly. In comparison, the two other
Mods show good scalability for a much higher setup of Workers. For 20 workers, their
speedup is around 17 and then starts to fall off noticeably for further added workers.
One possible limiting factor for a better speed up is sharing system resources concerning scheduling and file system access between the running processes. Using more
Mod Workers requires the Master to schedule more processes concurrently, copy more
data to the files system, or load it into the SPARQL endpoint.
Another limiting aspect is overhead costs using HTTP/TCP between the architecture services and downloading the externally accessible files (potentially impacted by
using Docker). Concerning the Mods, which require the complete download of test files,
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the minimal download time is limited by the maximum bandwidth between Mod system
and file hosting server (112 Mb/s max, 55 MB/s measured) and is therefore not scaling
with the amount of utilized Mod Workers. All three Mod Worker implementations used
streaming to process the remote hosting server files, and for the measured times, the
bandwidth should not be fully saturated.
From another perspective, each Mod Worker is initializing a new TCP connection for
each performed Mod Activity. Accordingly, having multiple performing Mod Workers
introduce slightly overhead having more single packages between the test server and file
hosting server. Affecting the MIME-Type Mod Workers the most, the slight increase of
the Mod Activity duration has a striking impact on its real-time speedup. Furthermore,
all current implementations of the three Workers use the Polling-based Mod API profile,
which introduces an overhead by requiring the Mod Master to request the Mod Workers
at least two times per Mod Activity. Although this overhead should be constant, it
may have a more significant impact in scaling to the network (package) load than the
Basic Mod API profile. The monitoring of such specific system resources requires more
extensive investigation in the future.
Overall the benchmark showed that the Databus Mods Architecture allows scaling
scheduled Mod Activities to process them in parallel. As a result, the deployed system
could achieve almost linear time scaling for a certain number of deployed Mod Workers. Still, in some cases, this heavily depends on the workers’ performed Mod Activity
(implementation).

Chapter 8

Related Work
The following sections examine related work concerning other Metadata Models, Metadata Access Interfaces, and Open Data Portals like Databus Mods.

8.1 Metadata Models
A plethora of metadata models was proposed over the last years, covering different domains and use cases. Some focus on describing language resources, like corpora or text
annotations, and others support metadata modelings infrastructures to define extended
metadata vocabularies.
Dublin Core [46] is a metadata element set that specifies 15 core elements to describe resources. The first specification was proposed in 1997 and later in 2000, the
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [45] (DCMI) was established to promote the discovery and reuse of metadata properties and classes. Its scopes are the 1) documentation
and communication of metadata, 2) maintenance of metadata, and 3) development of
interoperable metadata tools. Since 2012 Dublin Core provides an RDF vocabulary1 .
Almost all properties are optional and untyped, making fundamental descriptions
with this vocabulary easy. Although over the years, the Dublin Core model evolved as
lingua franca for metadata across the web, two disadvantages remain: (1) as DC does
not provide standardization or validation for data types or quality a huge variety in the
fields can be found, (2) different domains demand additional semantics beyond Dublin
Core. Dublin Core offers 18 such sub specifications which provide some additional semantics, but overall remain incomplete.
PROV-O [31] The Provenance Ontology (referred to as PROV-O) is the OWL specification of the PROV Data Model [4] to represent provenance information interchange
in domain-specific applications.
The ontology provides several classes and properties from which developers can
reuse single parts depending on their specific domain. Therefore, PROV-O categorizes
its terms into three groups offering incremental detail for representing provenance information. There are Starting Point terms, Expanded terms, and terms for Qualifying
1

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
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relationships.
Concerning the core concepts (Starting point classes), the ontology specifies Entities (prov:Entity), Activities (prov:Activity), and Agents (prov:Agent). An Entity
identifies by a URI representing a real-world object or abstract thing that was generated
by an Activity (prov:wasGeneratedBy and prov:generated) using (prov:used) other
Entities it derived from (prov:wasDerivedFrom). An Activity can be associated with
an Agent (prov:wasAssociatedWith) which is a person or thing to which then the generated Entity is attributed (prov:wasAttributed). Further, the ontology’s core terms
offer properties to represent additional provenance information concerning delegation
between Agents (prov:actedOnBehalfOf), exchange of information between Activities
(prov:wasInformedBy), and Activity timestamps (prov:startedAtTime, endedAtTime).
PROV-O can be used to describe domain-specific provenance ontologies that inherit
its concepts. In our case, it provides the foundation of the Databus Mods Ontology for
describing Mod Activity Metadata containing provenance about metadata files (Mod
Results).
CMDI. The Component MetaData Infrastructure [11] is a framework for modeling
metadata reusing existing metadata schemas. The framework allows tailoring, reusing,
and sharing of metadata profiles. The CMDI lowers the effort to create new metadata
concepts by allowing users to reuse existing metadata snippets. A metadata profile is a
collection of those metadata concepts. The CMDI Component Registry2 enables faceted
browsing of existing metadata profiles and provides them in an XML representation.
Several projects use CMDI to specify their metadata profiles, e.g., VLO3 , or METAShare4 .
However, The authors in [21] created mappings between CMD profiles and DataID
that were applicable for 56% of CMDIs metadata files. As a result, it was shown
that the support of information considered essential in the DataID (e.g., properties
of dataid:Dataset) varies noticeably between CMD profiles, indicating possible shortcomings concerning their interoperability.
FAIR Digital Objects [13] (FDO) describes a concept that encapsulates data and
metadata in one object to sustain the FAIR principles. FDOs are identified and accessed by a persistent identifier (PID), which includes information about the data like
metadata access path, record rights, and data type. To access referenced metadata FDOs
specify a set of operations that inherit from their (data)type. Researchers can first inspect this metadata and decide if the FDO’s content is relevant. The encapsulated data
is stored as a bit sequence, optionally secured by authentication and authorization as
determined in the metadata. To assure interoperability between agents dealing with
FDOs, the authors present the DO Interface Protocol (DOIP). Nevertheless, concerning FAIRness, the authors propose three aspects to support these principles for Digital
Objects: (i) definition of PID attributes and their registration in a trustworthy type
registry, (ii) metadata descriptions and a registry to find PIDs to their relevant component, (iii) support the construction of machine-readable collections and finding included
2

https://catalog.clarin.eu/ds/ComponentRegistry
https://vlo.clarin.eu/
4
http://www.meta-share.org/
3
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relevant connected DOs. Although several projects are trying to implement the FDO
model for their purposes, like DISSCO5 and RPID6 , the concept is currently missing a
uniform reusable, broadly used, and open implementation.
As shown for CMDI and Dublin Core, anyone can implement its own derived metadata version without clear validation, using different semantics and property values
(types, format), resulting in decreased interoperability. Considering Databus Mods, its
Metadata Model intends to offer a metadata extension mechanism that provides the
(re)usability of these specific metadata concepts by connecting them to Databus files in
a unified way. The Mod Metadata Activity Metadata can references and provide more
information about the utilized implementation.

8.2 Metadata Access Interfaces
There are several ways to access and exchange metadata between systems. Some of
these systems provide (RESTfull [18]) HTTP APIs, others implement remote procedure calls [41] (RPC), or others again use publish-subscribe models provided through
streaming frameworks like Apache Kafka used by LinkedIn [29]. The following section
examines one of the most widely used metadata interfaces using HTTP as a protocol
and XML as metadata exchange format.
OAI-PMH. Open Archives Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 7 is a framework concept to allow structured metadata exchange using a client-server approach. On the
one hand, the server-side applications implementing the OAI-PMH are called repositories. A data-provider manages a set of repositories to expose its metadata. On the
other hand, harvesters (clients) access OAI-PMH compliant repositories for metadata
to build new services. The OAI-PMH message flow is embedded utilizing HTTP requests and responses. An OAI-PMH request is either using the GET or POST HTTP
method, encoding key-value pairs (in the query or body) including at least the request
type of the form verb={GetRecord | Identify | ListIdentifiers | ListMetadataFormats |
ListRecords | ListSets}. A response to an OAI-PMH request contains an XML record,
which consists of a header and metadata section and must be valid to the OAI-PMH
schema8 . A header specifies a unique identifier (URI) and timestamp. The record must
at least contain an entry of metadata described with Dublin Core. A popular repository
supporting OAI-PMH is arXiv9
To conclude, OAI-PMH describes an approach crawling metadata from Service-Providers
to discover relevant files provided by them. Databus Mods integrate into the Databus,
offering a central access point to metadata for finding relevant files on the Databus using
SPARQL and HTTP. Both systems use a metadata model to allow the exchange of, on
the one hand, metadata nested in OAI-PMH’s XML data format or, on the other hand,
5

https://www.dissco.eu/what-is-dissco/technical-infrastructure/
https://rpidproject.github.io/rpid/
7
https://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html
8
https://www.openarchives.org/OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html#OAIPMHschema
9
https://arxiv.org
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linking of independent metadata formats using Databus Mods Activity Metadata in
RDF. Some Databus Mods (XML) metadata could also be distributed using OAI-PMH
in addition to the SPARQL endpoint.

8.3 Data Portals
Over the years, several data portals evolved, whereas some are focusing on different data
formats, and others only support a specific knowledge domain. This section examines
and compares data portals with the concepts of Databus (Mods).
Lod Laundromat [40], or Linked-Data-Washing-Machine is a project that aims to
provide (meta)data of Linked Datasets and republish them in uniform formats to increase interoperability. The Lod Laundromat metadata dataset contains over 38 billion
triples describing over 650.000 Linked Data documents. The metadata vocabulary reuses
VoID, Bio2RDF, VoID-ext and adds a few additional properties, e.g., for link out-degree,
the number of classes, or properties. The authors decided to use properties that can be
calculated by streaming the data and using deterministic methods.
The LOD Laundromat crawler searches linked data catalogs, and the cleaned data,
to discover new datasets. It processes (gzip-compressed) streams of lexicographically
sorted N-Triples or N-Quads.
The system publishes the generated metadata in a public SPARQL endpoint, as
downloadable files, serves the cleaned data in the HDT [17] format, and Linked Data
Fragments [43] At the time of writing, the LOD Laundromat10 metadata dataset was not
accessible either using the SPARQL endpoint or download link, and proposed catalog
URIs could not be resolved.
Two other considerable projects related to metadata of Linked Datasets are the Lod
Cloud Diagram [43] and LODVader [3]. Both unify and provide metadata of Linked
Datasets by crawling source repositories, but the projects also aim to create visualizations of the Lod Cloud. In comparison, Databus Mods can be used to automatically
create visualizations for Datasets in the future, either directly generating graphical
metadata or by having applications on top using the metadata (e.g., VoID Mod Section 6.3).
Linghub [32] is a data plaform for language resources, that is continuously importing and unifying metadata from DataHub, LRE-Map [12], META-SHARE [38], and
CLARIN-VLO [42] . It also aims to provide uniform metadata for searching language
resources by integrating the different metadata source vocabularies. The internal metadata model is based on DCAT, Dublin Core, and the META-SHARE model. Additionally, properties map to LexVo for languages and BableNet for resource types, resulting
in generic used values for otherwise untyped metadata properties.
For CLARIN-VLO and META-SHARE (which use XML), the transformation is
using an XSLT-based converter. The other resources were already available in RDF.
Linghub serves resource metadata as RDF and HTML using content negotiation. Linghub
provides faceted browsing and a SPARQL endpoint for data discovery. The endpoint
10
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supports only a subset of the SPARQL query language. The authors argue that this will
guarantee good query performance in a trade-off for reduced flexibility. Additionally,
the homepage offers free-text search on data properties and object labels.
Zenodo [16] is an open-access repository for research publications. It was developed
under the European OpenAIRE program and is currently operated by CERN. A publication can consist of multiple files with a limit of 50 GB in size. Zenodo assigns Digital
Object Identifiers (DOI) [36] for each publication. Publishers can update their publications resulting in a new version referenced by a new unique DOI. The publication
metadata is DataCite compatible11 and accessible in various formats, e.g., DC, DCAT,
BIBTEX (bibliographical reference format).
A unique feature of Zenodo is to watch Github repositories and automatically publish a new version for each “software” release. To find data on Zenodo, users can perform
advanced search queries12 . Zenodo offers a ReST API to deposit research, search published records, and download or upload files offering support for automatisation. In
addition to this ReST API, Zenodos metadata can be harvested using OAI-PMH.
DataHub.io13 is a data management platform, based on the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network 14 (CKAN) data management system. DataHub is the source of
several other data portals.
DataHubs metadata is described by the datapackage JSON format. The format
has similarities with DCAT but using standard JSON introduces several shortcomings
compared to RDF. Although DataHub provides a ReST API for data management, it
recommends its CLI tool for data publishing. This tool aims to simplify DataHub’s management process but leaves almost no options for configuration. The tool automatically
creates basic required metadata (datapackage.json). Furthermore, DataHub provides
features that automatically process tabular data after publishing, like creating tabular
validation reports. In addition, DataHub converts tabular data to normalized CSV and
to JSON. Similar to the Databus, a feature of DataHub is to allow users to create and
manage dataset collections.
HuggingFace15 Model Hub is a platform for language models and datasets related
to natural language processing, like annotated corpora. Models and datasets are stored
in git repositories, and therefore the system has built-in model versioning (diff) based on
Git and Git-LFS16 . The platform uses Model Cards [34] as structured metadata descriptions for models by reference their supported language (ISO code 639-1), a thumbnail
(url), tags, datasets (ids), and metrics (ids). This metadata is added as a YAML header
in the repositories README.md files and hast to be manually created. The Model Hub
provides a keyword search to find published models or datasets. The portal provides
HTTP APIs and an extensive python library to access its models and datasets.
11

https://about.zenodo.org/principles/
https://help.zenodo.org/guides/search/
13
https://datahub.io
14
https://ckan.org/
15
https://huggingface.co/
16
https://git-lfs.github.com/
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Table 8.1 gives a final comparison overview of the presented data portals. Two portals
Table 8.1: Comparison of data platforms. Dom=Domain with R=Research,
LR=Language Resources, T=Tables (e.g., csv), LD=Linked Data (RDF), NLP=Natural
Language Processing; Versioning: semantic versioning / version diff (changes); Metadata
Quality: relative rating concerning the realization of features like stable identifiers, licensing, authorship, provenance, and is good machine-actionable; Auto=Automatic Metadata
Generation; Ext=Extensible Metadata; Metadata Search: metadata search methods.
APIs: HTTP and/or client Software; 1 The Databus can provide version diff capabilities (version changes) using Databus Mods that produce the diff as Mod Result
Platform
Databus
Laundromat
LingHub
DataHub.io
Zenodo
HuggingFace

Dom
*
LD
LR
*/T
*/R
NLP

Publishing
Method
upload DataID
crawl lod-cloud
crawl external
upload files
upload files
GIT commit

Versioning
Sem. / Diff
1
/
-/-////

Quality
++++
+++
+++
++
+++
+

Auto

-

Metadata
Ext
Mods
-

Search
text, SPARQL
SPARQL
text, SPARQL
text
adv. search
text

API
H./S.
/
-/-//
/
/

crawl external sources to generate metadata and do not identify or associate versions of
the same data. For the other three projects, publishing requires uploading or committing
the data to their systems directly, but on the contrary, they support versioning. The
Databus release process differs as only the DataID has to be submitted to the system
for dataset registration. The original data has to be stored decentralized. The Databus
also supports dataset versioning. Concerning a version diff feature, only HuggingFace
supports viewing version changes based on its underlying data storage (GIT). However,
version diffs can be implemented as format-specific Databus Mods for Databus files.
The shown metadata quality is weighted concerning all examined portal candidates.
The rating respects features like stable identifiers, licensing, authorship, extensive provenance, and machine-actionability. DataID extensively supports all of these features. A
more detailed metadata quality comparison is described by Freudenberg in his master
thesis [20]. He has used nine aspects to compare DataID with other metadata vocabularies.
Automatic metadata enrichment is done automatically by Lod Laundromat, LingHub,
and DataHubIO. The latter only creates a validation report for tabular data formats
and extends its metadata with distributions of the same data in different format variants
(normalized CSV and JSON).
In comparison, Databus Mods supports automatic metadata enrichments and is
the only system that provides a decentralized extension mechanism to add metadata
of any purpose after publishing. While all compared data portals support text-based
(meta)data, only half of them allow access using standardized and flexible query languages to discover (meta)data. With respect to data publishing and metadata record
management, the portals support either HTTP (ReST) or software APIs for automatization (except for the two crawling-based systems).

Chapter 9

Summary & Conclusion
This thesis presented Databus Mods, a metadata enrichment mechanism for files published on the DBpedia Databus that allows associating and finding richer metadata
using Linked Data technologies.
Databus Mods propose a Metadata Model linking any metadata to files published
on the Databus by referencing their stable identifiers Databus Mods are activities analyzing and assessing files published with the Databus DataID that provide additional
metadata. The (Mod) metadata generated by these Mod Activities consists of Mod
Activity Metadata and Mod Result files. The former contains provenance metadata to
describe the Mod Activity, the used Databus file associated by its identifier, and generated Mod Results using the designed Databus Mods ontology’s concepts based on
PROV-O (realization of G1). Mod Results provide fine-grained information containing
data summaries, statistics, or descriptive metadata enrichments.
With the Databus Mods Architecture an automatic system was designed that generates this Mod Metadata using a master-worker approach. (realization of G2) The
central feature of this architecture is to implement Mod Activities inside uniform controllable Mod Workers for reusing the essential data management operations of the Mod
Master. The Mod Master service monitors the Databus SPARQL endpoint for updates,
schedules Mod Activities at Mod Workers, collects the generated metadata, and stores
it for uniform access. It was argued that Mod Worker implementation requirements
(Mod API, create Mod Activity Metadata, and resources accessible with HTTP) are
much lower compared to developing an entirely new automatic architecture. Another
aspect is, Mod Worker services allow reusing and scaling its Mod Activity in individual
Databus Mods Architecture deployments. Mod developers can use the Databus Mods
library to either implement Mod Workers with the developed maven package library or
test their own Mod Worker implementations using a validation tool and Mod Activity
Metadata SHACL tests. The deployment of the introduced architecture services was
automated and can be configured with Docker-Compose.
Mod Metadata is stored (e.g., by the Mod Master) in a SPARQL endpoint and an
HTTP file server. As a consequence of this uniform metadata access, two (meta)data
discovery methods can be realized (G3). 1) federated SPARQL queries can be used to
retrieve or check the existence of Mod Metadata for specific Databus files. 2) Databus
files can be selected based on applied relevant criteria and constraints on the DataID
and Mod Metadata by combining multiple appropriate metadata vocabularies.
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The Databus Mods Architecture1 has been running since March. The deployment
currently includes all proposed Mods. Four implemented as Mod Workers and one (the
Online-Check Mod) as a module of the Mod Master. The MIME-Type and File Metric Mods are configured to generate their metadata for all files on the Databus. The
VoID and SPO Mod are designed explicitly for RDF data and configured to perform
on a subset of the published files. Concerning a first reality check, all current Mods
automatically generate metadata for the more than 3000 files of the monthly DBpedia
release (DBpedia generic, mappings, wikidata release), finishing several hours after each
release. Overall, Databus Mods generated over 1 million additional metadata files for
the currently around 200 thousand Databus files.
For the two RDF-specific Mods, applications using their metadata were showcased
as a proof of concept (realization of G4). 1) DBpedia Archivo uses SPO Mod metadata
to discover new ontologies, and 2) the Dutch National Knowledge Graph project built
a mappings viewer using VoID Mod information to show the progress of the property
mappings of its source datasets. Additionally, fine-grained metadata overlay search systems can be built. This concept was demonstrated based on the VoID Mod Metadata by
showing an example of selecting RDF files on the Databus that contain specific property
URIs and type statements.
As an experimental evaluation of the Databus Mods Architecture, the thesis proposed a benchmark measuring the system’s scalability by performing Mod Activities (of
the same type) in parallel utilizing multiple Mod Workers. It has been shown that the
architecture can achieve almost linear time scaling (on the test system) for a certain
number of Mod Workers but in some cases heavily dependents on the Mod Activity implementation. Nevertheless, the architecture’s scalability concerning distributed systems
(different Mod Master and Mod Worker servers) needs further testing in the future.
As a final conclusion, Databus Mods bring the DBpedia Databus ecosystem one step
closer to its vision of realizing a backbone for FAIR Linked Data.

1

https://mods.tools.dbpedia.org/

Chapter 10

Future Work
The Databus Mods Metadata Model and Architecture left a variety of potential future
work.
One of the first steps is to provide a feature on the DBpedia Databus to register
Databus Mods, e.g., their exposed SPARQL endpoint. Mod developers need a generic
method to add Databus Mods to the DBpedia Databus displaying their results and
sharing them with other users. This registration feature could either be provided over
the Databus API or exclusively on the Databus website. Subsequently, the Databus
website could provide a feature to display only relevant Mods on the data pages.
Another step is improving Databus Mods to perform Mod Activities using multiple
Databus files by selecting Databus collections, entire artifacts, or groups. Such an improvement can provide better insights for data(sets) where specific information is only
accessible by combining multiple files. For example, concerning DBpedia’s extracted
RDF data, the information if an entity is of type dbo:Person is stored in a separate
file as the information if an entity has a dbo:birthDate. Concerning this separation,
a quality assessment function that checks “each person should have a birth date” must
take the RDF statements of both files into account to give a reasonable assertion.
The Mod Master ReST API could be improved, allowing Mod Workers (or other
services) to submit Mod Activity Metadata (updates) directly. By adding this functionality, the Mod Master can invoke an initial Mod Activity for a Databus file. Then
a Mod Worker registers this Databus file, performs the Mod Activity, and sends later
updates to this endpoint. This improvement could enable outsourcing the current implementation of the Online-Check Mod as a separate service (Mod Worker) but still
allowing it to reuse essential management components of the Master (e.g., correct data
provision) Applications can use this API extension to submit metadata with manually
created annotations, like tags and content topic information for Databus files.
Concerning the debugging of Databus Mods implementations, future work could
extend the Mod Ontology with concepts to representing exceptions that can occur during
the performance of a Mod Activity, e.g., expressing an error message produced by a Mod
Worker.
Next, other benchmarking strategies of the Databus Mods Architecture can measure the performance of its single components, finding bottlenecks in the system. The
benchmark performed during this thesis measured the system’s overall performance concerning the scalability of parallel operating Mod Workers. More fine-grained benchmark
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setups could measure a single process in the system to find bottlenecks and will help to
improve the implementation (e.g., measure the time of (RDF) database and file system
access). Another aspect is evaluating limitations regarding the usage of the proposed
metadata discovery methods (federated queries).
Last but not least, other Databus Mods can incorporate into applications or create
metadata overlay search systems for more fine-grained (meta)data discovery. For example, DBpedia Archivo already uses the Mod Results of the SPO Mod as part of its
data discovery methods. Beyond this process, Archivo applies several transformations
(RDF format parsing) and quality assessment steps (SHACL) on the original ontology
files. These processes are possible candidates for extra Databus Mods, delivering the resulting debugging information as Mod Results. Another workflow that will benefit from
the Databus Mods is DBpedias’ data release cycle, by outsourcing its complete data
evaluation as Databus Mods resulting in a more transparent and uniform accessibility
as metadata. These and other future applications will introduce new Databus Mods use
cases and will show the broad potential of Databus Mods.
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